Christmas List
Your big 2018

HALF
PRICE

New Gold-medal
Champagne
(see p.3)

Our gifts to you

FREE bottles, carafes and
magnums including Prosecco!

SAVE up to £105

Stock up with our best ever
Christmas cases (p.4-9)
N OV E M B E R 2 01 8

‘New’ 1961 Rioja!

Greater than Gran Reserva
... 57-year-old red rarity (p.39)

Hello from Tony

3 bottles of our No.1
Kiwi Sauvignon Blanc
BETTER THAN

HALF PRICE
see back cover for offer details

Welcome to the big
one ... a bumper annual
edition of sensational
wines for Christmas.
You’ll also find great
gift ideas – yes, those
bestselling gin baubles
are back – plus a
special selection of
beers and spirits.

My tip: the Christmas Collection (p.4).
We put huge effort into this case and I’m
proud to say my 49th is perhaps the best
ever. Smarter still is to buy it as part of a
bulk deal (p.9) for an even bigger saving.
And do add our brilliant new best buy
Champagne (p.11). Barbara and I will have
a few in the fridge. It’s HALF PRICE too!

Just

£12.99

£5.99
a bottle

Enjoy your wines,
Tony Laithwaite

(Club Co-founder)

OUR GUARANTEE – if you aren’t happy with a bottle, don’t pay for it.

Your quick guide
4-9 THE CHRISTMAS CASES
-	
From essentials to luxury indulgence
… SAVE up to £105 when you stock up (p.9)
10 CHAMPAGNE DEALS
-	
Grand Cru exclusive, up to 20% OFF
11-15 FIZZ FAVOURITES
- Sellout-success Prosecco returns
- Fili Prosecco + FREE magnums
- 20% OFF England’s best sparkling
- From just £5.29 a bottle
16-19 CHRISTMAS EXTRAS
-	A wide range of festive spirits – from No.1
rum to rhubarb gin and English vodka
- Plus dessert wines, Port and fortifieds
20-23 CUSTOMER FAVOURITES
- SAVE up to £66 on chart-topping wines

24-27 DISCOVER BETTER
-	
Enjoy a VIP upgrade with 25% OFF

54-55 OZ’S ORIGINAL BIG RED
- New vintage Full 15 + FREE magnums

28-29 FROM THE EXPERT’S EXPERT
- Steven Spurrier’s magnificent Christmas six

58-59 ARGENTINA’S CHAMPIONS
- Final bottles of Waxed Bat Reserve
- 25% OFF Trophy Malbec & more

30-37 JOYEUX NOËL FROM FRANCE
- Luxury Cabalié Vieilles Vignes
- Southern French reds + FREE magnums
- Great names of the Rhône + FREE magnums
- Vintage claret collection + FREE carafes
38-41 RIOJA & FRIENDS
- Super rare 1961 vintage Rioja
- Family estate stars + FREE Reserva
- Cult red secret deal – last chance to buy

on orders of 18 bottles or more
Terms and conditions apply –
see inside back cover for full details

68-71 FAVOURITE GRAPE MIXES

..

74-75 REFRESHING ROSÉS
- Including favourites from Provence

49-53 NEW ZEALAND ALL-STARS
- Perfect Pinot Noir launch
- The world’s best Sauvignon

81 ADVENT CALENDARS

80 BEER CHEER FOR CHRISTMAS
82-85 GIFTS (in all shapes and sizes)

Call centre opening hours
Monday to Friday 8:30am to 7:30pm,
Saturday 9am to 6pm, Sunday 10am to 4pm

Delivery options
What is ServiceMark?
We’re one of just ten UK companies EVER to have been awarded a
distinction from the Institute of Customer Service.

Standard (£7.99*): arrives within 3 working days.
Offshore islands, NI, Scottish Highlands & some
other areas of Scotland may take a few extra days.
*Free delivery on orders of 18 bottles or more. See
inside back cover for full terms and conditions.
Named day (£8.99): choose a specific day. We don’t
deliver on Saturday pm or Sundays. Not available for
offshore islands, NI, Scottish Highlands.
Timed (£9.99): 7am – 12pm Monday to Saturday.
Same exclusions as Named day.

Drink Responsibly
For further health information, visit

CONTAINS SULPHITES

All photography © Laithwaite’s except: 22-23 T, 68 I, 70 I, 71 I, 73 T, 74 T, 76 T, 78-79 T Shutterstock; 44 T, 47 T, 67 B iStock; 28 T Cephas.
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62-65 BESTSELLING BLACK REDS
- From just £7.99 a bottle

77-79 PARTY WINES
- Tom Laithwaite’s favourite picks

Or go online for our full range of gifts

FREE DELIVERY

60-61 NEW ADVENTURES IN WINE
- Travel back in time with Tony … how he
began with some good honest bottle washing!

44-48 CHRISTMAS IN ITALY
- 98-point knockout red + FREE magnums
- Pinot Grigio and Gavi di Gavi offers

Christmas
gifts
We make gift-giving easy ...
turn to p.82-85 for ideas

Terms and conditions apply – see inside back cover

125ml 750ml

Unlimited: Join Wine Club Unlimited and
pay no delivery charge on future orders. Visit
sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk/unlimited to find
out more.

“BRILLIANT”
NEW

HALF
PRICE

SAVE
up to

£108

Champagne

tober 2018
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Here’s what The Times said about Delmotte:
“a brilliant black grape, Blanc de Noirs bubbly,
bursting with bright, floral, smoky fruit. Best buy.”

ert & Gailla
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What’s more, this fine fizz matched Bollinger,
Veuve Clicquot and Pol Roger when it conquered the
competition to win Gold – not once, but three times!
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Talk about headline news! This Gold-medal
exclusive has just been rated “brilliant” and a
“Best Buy” in The Times at £35.99 a bottle …
yet it’s yours HALF PRICE at just £17.99.

Yet, thanks to this UK launch offer, you’ll pay
half as much – and SAVE £108 on a 6-bottle case.
This is the first time in 171 years that the Fourrier
family has launched its bubbles in the UK. And
they picked us, as a fellow family business, to
help. It’s proof that if you search beyond the big
name houses, “there’s some incredible value grower
Champagnes out there” (Decanter magazine).
So, triple Gold-medal, Best Buy Champagne for
Christmas at HALF PRICE – who could say no?

Delmotte Brut NV
Champagne, France.12% Vol. To 2031.
£215.94
£107.97
£35.99

£107.94
£53.97
£17.99

6 bottles
3 bottles
1 bottle

B00493
T00153
Q00447

SAVE up to £108

See our full range
of Champagne ...
go online for the
best prices.

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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REVEALED … The ALL-NEW
After months of tasting, it’s here – the most meticulously chosen case of the year!
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If you only buy one mix, make sure
it’s this one – our all-new Christmas
Collection – and SAVE £22.

10

SAVE

With four medals – including two
Golds – Le Grand Chai Bordeaux is a

Arquero Malbec is everything we
adore about Argentina’s star red …
a big, rich, bear hug of a wine. Figs,
prunes, damsons, jam – delicious. And
Sunday Bay is our bestselling New
Zealand Sauvignon by a country mile –
with 5-star reviews galore.

M

Velvety Oz red Dark Corner
Durif Shiraz delivers warming inky
black fruit, liquorice and spice.

Cabalié Vieilles Vignes is the deluxe
edition of our most re-ordered red – so
richly concentrated. And Ca’ Bolani
Prosecco thrills with its orchard fruit
flavours and Gold-medal quality.

fine claret guaranteed to impress with its
ripe, red fruit and hints of creamy toffee.

M

Kick off with lush, golden Saint André
Chardonnay – all creamy peach flavour –
and fabulous with turkey (hot or cold).

Rioja fans will love the strawberry and
vanilla flavours of smooth Carravacas
de Primicia. While South Africa’s
The Huguenot delights with its sunny
pineapple fruit and lemony zip.

M

Gold-medal claret, Rioja, No.1
Kiwi Sauvignon, Prosecco, Malbec
and more. You’ll find something
for every occasion … with each
wine 100% guaranteed to delight
– and at only £9.99 a bottle too.
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FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles
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Christmas Collection 2018
As impressive a line-up as I’ve seen …
This is my 49th Christmas case and, seriously, it’s a
cracker. The team have pulled out all the stops with
a flavour-packed selection of popular styles and
favourite wines. All tasted and re-tasted for quality
and value. I cannot recommend it highly enough.
My advice, take all three of our specially-selected Christmas cases and
you’ll be ready for the whole festive season. Plus you’ll get a huge £105
saving and free delivery too. See page 9 for more.
Seasons greetings,
Tony Laithwaite
(Club Co-founder)

China Win

£141.88

£119.88

Equivalent to

12 btls

£9.99 a bottle

M0412801

SAVE £22

Order both the Christmas Essentials &
Christmas Collection bulk deal + FREE DELIVERY
£253.76

£191.76
24 btls
Add both codes to basket M0412701 + M0412801

Equivalent to

£7.99 a bottle

SAVE £62

Stock-up for the BEST SAVINGS on our Christmas
cases, turn to p.9 for prices and case combinations!
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Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Top estate Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Sancerre, Chablis, Gran Reserva Rioja,
Chianti Riserva & more. For when you want to roll out the red carpet ...

6

Every bottle in this hand-picked
luxury showcase is a roll call of
hedonistic sipping from some of the
smartest addresses in wine.

•

Saint Clair’s Honourable Dillon
is Marlborough Sauvignon from
New Zealand’s Winemaker of the
Year at a Winery of the Year – enjoy
guava, lemon and gooseberry.

•

Domaine Daniel Reverdy
has a Gold-medal history of
making sublime, elegant whites
in Sauvignon’s quality heartland,
Sancerre – don’t over-chill!

•

•

The Waxed Bat Reserve is packed
with juicy black fruits (damsons,
plums) and savoury spice. Rated
World Champion Red by Decanter –
out of 17,000 contenders, no less!

•

Rufus Stone Shiraz is a treat no
serious Australian red fan should
miss. Blackberry, cloves and mint
with just a kiss of creamy oak – from
the historic Tyrrell family estate.

Manus Dei de Sixtine gives you
Châteauneuf at its most powerful
and rich, thanks to the highly
acclaimed Diffonty family. All spicy
red berries with a lovely long finish.

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

SAVE
up to

£71
J
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•

•

Domaine de Biéville Chablis is
Louis Moreau’s small domaine
classic. Pale gold in your glass …
very crisp, with honeyed citrus
and a touch of peach.

•

9-year-old Rioja Gran Reserva
from World Top 50 winemakers,
the Martínez Bujanda family. This
is what great Rioja is all about – so
beautifully smooth and complex.

Collezione di Paolo Chianti
Riserva delivers ripe plum, morello
cherry and chocolatey spice.
This is a Sangiovese masterclass
from our old friend Paolo Masi
– the Trophy-winning master of
Tuscany’s signature red style. Silky,
rich and complex.

Sheer indulgence – only to be shared with
guests who will appreciate the quality.

Luxury Christmas Showcase
£192.88

12 btls

M0412901

a bottle
SAVE £25

Christmas Collection & Luxury
Showcase bulk deal + FREE delivery
£334.76

Stock-up for the best SAVINGS on
our Christmas cases, turn to p.9 for
prices and case combinations!

£167.88

Equivalent to £13.99

£263.76
Add both codes below to basket
M0412801 + M0412901

24 btls

Equivalent to £10.99

a bottle
SAVE £71

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Your Christmas Essentials
‘House’ wines you can rely on for easy drinking value – JUST £7.99 a bottle
Every wine rack needs a little extra
back-up – particularly at this time
of year. Your Christmas Essentials
are just what you want to hand. 12
delicious, tried and trusted ‘house’
wines you can rely on.
Your Essential whites start with
Chain of Stones – a cracking value,
crisp Sauvignon Blanc from historic
vineyards further east than you’d expect.

Campanula is a tried and tested,
customer favourite Pinot Grigio
while Bon Courage is a zippy, fresh
Sauvignon-lookalike from South Africa.

“Vive la France! A great wine
for leisurely drinking”

Your Essential reds start with Brass
Monkey, a ripe, fruity Shiraz from Oz.
Soft, juicy Chante-Clair is a southern
French bistro red and Chile’s Admiral
Thomas Carmenère is all dark berry
fruits and sweet spice. Essential top ups!

(online review for Campanula Pinot Grigio)

£7.99
a bottle

8

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

(online review for Chante-Clair)

“Excellent with chicken!”

Christmas Essentials
£111.88

£95.88

12 btls

Equivalent to £7.99

M0412701

a bottle
SAVE £16

The best deals of all!

A word to the wise ... stock up and you’ll make big additional savings

Essentials & Collection cases
Value and quality – just £7.99 a bottle

SAVE

£62

Essentials, Collection & Luxury cases

Three cases – the Christmas all-in-one bumper offer!

SAVE

£105

PLUS

PLUS

Essentials & Collection Cases (p.8 & p.4)
£253.76

£191.76

24 btls

M0412701 & M0412801

£7.99 a bottle
SAVE £62 + FREE DELIVERY
Equivalent to

Luxury & Collection cases

Quality, indulgence and BIG savings

SAVE

£71

PLUS

PLUS

Luxury & Collection Cases (p.6 & p.4)
£334.76

£263.76

24 btls

M0412801 & M0412901

£10.99 a bottle
SAVE £71 + FREE DELIVERY
Equivalent to

Christmas Three-Case deal (p.8, p.4 & p.6)
£446.64

£341.64

36 btls

M10489

£9.49 a bottle
SAVE £105 + FREE DELIVERY
Equivalent to

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Showstopping Champagne
Six specially picked celebration bottles of the world’s greatest fizz
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Double Gold Pink

Insider’s Premier Cru

It’s easy to champion small growers when
they make wine that tastes this good!
Double Gold-medal pink fizz from the
artisans at Didier Chopin. Made from the
classic black grapes, Pinot Noir and Pinot
Meunier, it’s a weighty, fruity Champagne
full of ripe strawberries, citrus freshness
and shortbread biscuit.

Made specially for us by one of the
region’s top cellars, this is our bestselling
Champagne year after year. Probably
because it offers 100% Premier Cru quality,
and double the minimum ageing time,
at half the price of the big names. Expect
complex notes of blossom and pâtisserie.

Didier Chopin Brut Rosé NV

Laithwaite Blanc de Blancs Premier Cru NV

Champagne, France. 12% Vol. To 2019.

Champagne, France. 12% Vol. To 2021.

£29.99

£19.99

1 bottle

2529015

£29.99

SAVE £10

1 bottle

20712NV

SAVE 20%

Delicately sweet star

Wine’s biggest name

Sales of Demi-Sec Champagne are soaring
at the moment, thanks to beautifully
balanced wines like this, with a moreish
seam of sweetness beside its fresh brioche
and orchard fruits. Champagne can be quite
serious stuff, but this one is guaranteed to
bring smiles out all around the table from
the moment you pop the cork.

No other name is as much of a byword
for luxury as Barons de Rothschild.
Their Champagne is lavished with the
same care and attention as their £1000+
Bordeaux. Selection from mainly Grand
Cru vineyards has led to an impressively
full-bodied fizz with flavours of dessert
apples, light peach and brioche.

Laurent-Perrier Demi-Sec NV

Barons de Rothschild Brut

Champagne, France. 12% Vol. To 2031.

Champagne, France. 13% Vol. To 2021.

£32.99

£39.99

1 bottle

34090NV

Grandest Cru returns

1 bottle

18505NV

Pol Roger’s No.1
Th
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Madame Cazals has been offered small
fortunes for her plot in La Chapelle du
Clos. Because it lies within the boundaries
of £300-per-bottle Salon’s vineyards. Two
years ago our buyer secured the first ever
UK cases ... which promptly sold out.
Same again last year, and we’re thrilled to
say it’s back for 2018. A Grand Cru coup!

points

Au

s t r a li a

Cazals La Chapelle du Clos
Grand Cru 2011

10

£23.99

The Prestige Cuvée of the outstanding Pol
Roger house. Winston Churchill was famed
for his love of the brand, so they named
their top Champagne in his honour. It’s
now among the highest-rated in the world.
Longer-aged, and made in his preferred rich
style, this would delight the man who once
said “I am easily satisfied with the best.”

Pol Roger Cuvée Sir Winston
Churchill Brut 2006

Champagne, France. 12% Vol. To 2026.

Champagne, France. 11% Vol. To 2031.

£49.99

£130

1 bottle

3025611

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

1 bottle

1092006

SELL-OUT SUCCESS returns
… your big Prosecco encore!
•

Back by popular demand

•

You asked, we begged
... and Paolo delivered

•

PRICES HELD – at last
year’s LOW launch offer

And it’s all thanks to you and your
enthusiastic 5-star reviews!

«««««
“The best Prosecco
we have ever tasted”

Just

£12.99

£7.99
a bottle

“All the family enjoyed
this. Lovely.”
“Delicious Prosecco.
Worth every penny!”
This was supposed to be a one-off.
Last Christmas, we persuaded him
to send over a single shipment of the
Prosecco he saves for friends and family.
But with praise like that, and a little
cajoling from us, winemaker Paolo
Sacchetto is more than happy to make
it an annual tradition!
Il Cavallino is Prosecco as the locals
love it. Layers of pear, apple and citrus
freshness … and the traditional handtied string around the cork makes
a talking point. And once more, it’s
yours for JUST £12.99 £7.99 a bottle.

ll Cavallino Prosecco Frizzante 2017
Prosecco DOC, Italy. 11% Vol. To 2021.
£74.94

£47.94

6 btls

B05203

Just £12.99 £7.99

a bottle
SAVE £30
Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Prosecco favourites
M
M
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Prosecco Favourites
£149.88
£74.94

£119.88
£59.94

12 btls
6 btls

M10136
X10179

Equivalent to £9.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £30

10
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reached for most in 2018. Wines like
the dazzlingly-fresh Alessandro Gallici,
peach-scented Il Cavallino and, of
course, top-selling Ca’ Bolani. Put some
celebratory pop into your Christmas
party and SAVE up to £30.
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With its crisp, fruity flavours, just-oneglass-more-ish charm and outstanding
value, no wonder Prosecco outsold
Champagne by ten bottles to one last
Christmas. This time round we’ve put
together the bottles customers have
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How to transform your Prosecco into a wow-factor Christmas cocktail:

Chase Elderflower Liqueur
Herefordshire, UK (50cl). 20% Vol.

White Heron British Cassis
Blackcurrant Liqueur

Bring out the aromatic floral notes of your
favourite Prosecco to maximum effect with
this wonderfully delicate liqueur from the
world-class Chase distillery. Prosecco and
Elderflower are a match made in heaven: both
sharing light, fresh, fragrant notes that bring
all who sip them out in beaming smiles.

Never mind French liqueurs – there are 140
years of expertise behind every bottle of White
Heron Cassis. And whilst its deep, sweetly
intense blackcurrant flavours are delicious
when sipped on their own over ice, the best
bet of all is to splash it into a glass of fizz.

“It’s smooth, it’s rich, and it goes down with
a festive ease.” That’s what The Independent
said of Sipsmith Sloe Gin – and they’re bang
on the money. Its dollops of ripe winter fruit,
with lipsmacking touches of almond and
redcurrant are just the thing to garland your
glass of bubbles with some festive flavour.

£22

£24.99

£19.99

12

1 bottle

3003616

Herefordshire, UK (50cl in gift box). 15% Vol.

1 bottle

3607018

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

Sipsmith Sloe Gin

London, UK (50cl). 29% Vol.

1 bottle

3367117

Our most stylish Prosecco ... and its new BIG brother

FREE

magnums

FREE
MAGNUM
Normally £30

For the first time ever!
That’s right, Prosecco fans! A HUGE
early Christmas present has arrived.
The first ever chance to enjoy a FREE
magnum of breathtaking Fili Prosecco
when you buy a case of 6 bottles.
For years, Paolo Sachetto’s fabulous
fizz has pulled off the double act of
boasting the best-looking bottle in
the cellars and flavours that stand out
from the crowd every bit as much.
Year after year, customers rate it
our No.1 luxury Prosecco and post
libraries of rave 5-star reviews online.
So this year Paolo wanted to say an
extra special Christmas “thank you”.
Just £14.99 £13.49 a bottle
So when you buy six bottles of his
apple and pear-flecked fizz, with its
hint of toast and sea of creamy bubbles,
you’ll enjoy a FREE 1.5L magnum.
What a treat! But with only 450
available, you’ll have to order yours fast.

Fili Prosecco NV + Free Magnum
Prosecco DOC, Italy. 11.5% Vol. To 2022.
£89.94 £80.94 6 btls + magnum B2631517
£14.99 £13.49 a bottle

Free magnum offer is strictly limited to one per customer with orders of 6 bottles or more of Fili and is subject to
limited stocks. Offer valid until 23:59 on 28 November 2018 or while stocks last. No alternative will be offered.
Magnum is automatically added to qualifying orders. See inside back cover for full terms and conditions

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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England’s original King
of Fizz – with 20% OFF

Queen of sparkling’s
double-Gold pink!

Rising star’s signature
Reserve keeps winning

Eyebrows were raised when the Roberts
family set up on the Sussex Downs to
make bubbly to rival top Champagne.

“Fantastic sparkling wine … really stood
out for me … anything left in the bottle?”
(TV’s Mr Wine, Oz Clarke).

Eight years ago, outside Marlow,
winemaker Henry Laithwaite staked
his claim to sparkling glory.

25 years, over 198 medals and 23
trophies later, they’ve more than
proved their point. And we have been
with them since the very first vintage.

Barbara Laithwaite’s Wyfold vineyard
may be tiny but has already notched up
awards galore and features on wine lists
including Raymond Blanc’s Michelinstarred Le Manoir au Quat’Saisons.

With two Golds already, his signature
Brut Reserve is led by the pure fruit and
texture of Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier,
supported by rich Chardonnay.

Here you can enjoy 20% OFF the fizz
they make just for us. South Ridge is
gently pressed Pinot Noir and Pinot
Meunier. Enjoy delicate citrus flavours
and rich, toasty notes on a luxurious
mousse with a lovely, long finish.

South Ridge Cuvée Merret 2014
Sussex, UK. 12% Vol. To 2026.
£24.99
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£19.99

1 bottle

0065914

Her debut rosé fizz has added to the
Trophy cabinet with two Gold medals
thanks to its intense berry fruits, bright
minerality and rich style. A joyful wine
for Christmas celebrations.

“I’m astounded by the quality Henry
has achieved ... the future of Harrow
& Hope looks bright” (sparkling expert
Dr Tony Jordan). Bright indeed given
the award-winning success Harrow
& Hope has enjoyed so far.

Wyfold Vineyard Rosé 2014

Harrow & Hope Brut Reserve NV

South Oxfordshire, UK. 12% Vol. To 2026.

Marlow, UK. 12% Vol. To 2026.

£29.99

£26.99

1 bottle

2413614

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

£26.50

1 bottle

2941816

... & top-value classic bubblies
Cava, Crémant
& Pétillant … every style
you need for a sparkling
Christmas!
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Alessandro Gallici Frizzante NV

PS Pétillant Rose NV

Here is Prosecco star Alessandro Gallici’s
cracking alternative to Italy’s must-have
fizz. It’s made in Prosecco but with
added Chardonnay for creamy peach
freshness – and rule-breaking value.

Fresh as a bowl of strawberries with
tongue-tingling but very gentle fizz. No
wonder this bestselling sparkling pink
from southern France is a favourite
party wine – at any time of year.

Bianco Frizzante, Italy. 11% Vol. To 2021

£56.94
£9.49

£47.94
£7.99

6 btls
1 btl

B05201
2624017

Produit en France. 11% Vol. To 2021

£65.94
£10.99

SAVE 15%

£59.94
£9.99

6 btls
1 btl

B0075117
0075117

SAVE £1 per bottle

Oriol Rossell Cava Brut NV
Cava DO, Spain. 11.5% Vol. To 2021

Roche Lacour 2016, Cremant de
Limoux AOC, France. 12.5% Vol. To 2021

From the estate that has outscored
Krug, comes this Champagne-beating,
Gold-medal Cava. Almond and brioche
aromas with citrus and apple flavours.
Lovely richness and very fine bubbles.

“Truly excellent. Does all the things
that Champagne does” (5-star online
review). Ever popular French classic
made just like vintage Champagne.
“Remarkable value” (Decanter magazine).

£80.94
£13.49

£65.94
£10.99

6 btls
1 btl

SAVE up to £15

B00464
0413415

£89.94
£14.99

£77.94
£12.99

6 btls
1 btl

SAVE up to £12

B0100716
0100716

Pink, sweet
and bubbly
“This lovely, fruity pink
has been our smash hit
of the year. Perfect for
sharing. All my friends
want a case!”
(online review)
Pretty pink colour,
sweet berry
flavours and easygoing bubbles.
You just can’t turn
down a second
glass of Hacienda –
especially when it’s
only 5% alcohol.
Hacienda de Lluna Moscatel Rosado NV
Valencia DO, Spain. 5% Vol. To 2020.
£5.29

1 bottle

1680517

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Get in theChristmas
It’s best
with zest

Add a lemon slice
for a citrus hit
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Ideal with a
wedge of lime

Try with ginger
ale for a change

Terres de Mistral Gin

Dingle Gin

Citadelle Gin

The same beautiful pale pink as the
world-famous rosé made around it, this
exclusive new star is brimming with the
fragrant herbs of Provence. Drink in a
long glass with plenty of tonic, and be
transported to the sunny south of France.

A London dry-style gin from tiny Dingle
peninsular, on Ireland’s storm-tossed
Atlantic coast. Rowan berry from the
mountain ash trees, fuchsia, bog myrtle,
hawthorn and heather deliver a taste of
the Kerry landscape. Fresh and floral.

First made in an 18th Century distillery
in Dunkirk, where the aromas of exotic
spices and botanicals wafted through
from merchant ships. These days
Citadelle is made to the same recipe.
A heady gin, brimming with flavour.

£30

£32

£34

Provence, France (70cl). 40% Vol.

16

Best served with
pink grapefruit

1 bottle

County Kerry, Ireland (70cl). 42.5% Vol.

3615618

1 bottle

3714818

France (70cl). 44% Vol.

1 bottle

Chase Pink Grapefruit & Pomelo
Gin, Herefordshire, UK (70cl). 40% Vol.

Four Pillars Rare Dry Gin

For those who love their gin with an
extra-citrussy kick! Chase have now won
awards by the cabinet-full for their homegrown spirits. This gin is distilled with the
ripest, zestiest grapefruits and pomelos to
set an all-new level for “lip-smacking”.

Australia’s Yarra Valley has long been
famous for its top-quality wine and
now it has a gin to match! Citrus,
orange and rich fruitcake tones –
a vibrant taste of Australia that will
light up your favourite cocktails.

(70cl in gift box). 40% Vol.

£37

£37

£38

1 bottle

3729418

Yarra Valley, Australia (70cl). 41.8% Vol.

1 bottle

3716118

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

3241517

Warner Edwards Victoria’s
Rhubarb Gin, Northamptonshire, UK
Still our No.1 spirit, thanks to its eyecatching colour and – more importantly
– irresistible flavours. Made with rhubarb
first grown at Buckingham Palace, this is
delightfully zesty and endlessly drinkable.
1 bottle

35847NV
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Old Harry 8 Year Old Malt
Scotland, UK (70cl). 40% Vol.

Plantation Barbados 5 Year Old
Rum, Barbados (70cl). 40% Vol.

Château de Montifaud Cognac

Exclusively made for us from a blend
of 100% malts from distilleries around
Scotland, Old Harry is easily as complex
as many single malts twice its price.
Expect heathery honey and deep orange
peel beside a delicate wisp of smoke.

Plantation are known for bottling some
extraordinary rums, but with this one
they outdid themselves. Aged in bourbon
casks for five years, then finished in
premium cognac barrels, it swept all
before it to be awarded “World’s Best”.

Never mind huge brand names; this
deep, fruity Cognac comes from a
small family château in the heart of
the premium Petite Champagne Cru.
Which means you’re not paying for
marketing ... only stellar quality.

£25

£27.95

£28.45

1 bottle

0081110

1 bottle

1841717

Petite Champagne, France (70cl). 40% Vol.

1 bottle

3732418

Chase English Potato Vodka

Kilchoman Machir Bay

Cotswolds Single Malt Whisky

If you’re looking for the purest, smoothest
vodka of them all, don’t bother going to
eastern Europe ... it’s made a lot closer to
home. Chase beat all comers at the San
Francisco World Spirits Competition, and
now even the Russians are drinking it!

Kilchoman may have been Islay’s first
new distillery in a century, but it’s proven
itself one of the best. This, their flagship,
won a staggering 94.5 score from leading
expert, Jim Murray. Deliciously oily malt
thundering with vanilla, fudge and peat.

What a debut year it’s been for this
sensational English whisky. Its ripe
orchard fruits and biscuity malt have
charmed every show judge and won
it a raft of awards ... including “Craft
Producer of the Year” for the distillery.

£35.50

£45

£44.99

Herefordshire, UK (70cl). 40% Vol.

1 bottle

2667016

Single Malt. Islay, UK (70cl). 46% Vol.

1 bottle

3715618

Warwickshire, UK (70cl). 46% Vol.

1 bottle

3459517

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Fortified
& Dessert
Wines

Sauternes – the
classic golden ‘sticky’
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Château Pineau du Rey
Sauternes 2012 (375ml)

Southern France’s rich
‘vin doux naturel’ red

La Font del
Bosc 2009 (500ml)

Andresen Late Bottled
Vintage Port 2012
LBV is Port that has been
matured in both barrel and
bottle. Then it is released
ready to drink.

(750ml in gift box)
Port, Portugal. 20% Vol. To 2027

Port, Portugal. 20% Vol. To 2019.

Sauternes AOC, France.
12.5% Vol. To 2023.

Maury AOC, France.
16.5% Vol. To 2021.

Some traditions can’t be
beaten. Like an indulgent
cheeseboard and seriously
good old Port.

The luxurious, world-famous
sweet wine of Bordeaux,
Sauternes is an absolute
classic for Christmas.

Andresen’s much-loved
Royal Choice tawny offers
fathomless depths of
wood-matured dried fruits,
hazelnuts and vanilla toffee.
Pass to the left!

Pineau du Rey comes from a
top estate founded in 1709.
It is their second wine and
offers excellent value. Gold
in colour, aromas of dried
apricot, citrus fruits and
honey. Beautifully balanced.

With its heavy wax seal,
this luscious red looks
as smart as it tastes. La
Font del Bosc is a vin doux
naturel – a fortified style
from Maury that is like Port,
only richer and sweeter.

£30

£13.99

18485NV

1 bottle

2556512
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Bring out the cheese –
20-year-old Port

1 bottle
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Presenting those
luxurious little extras
that sweeten things up
– perfect for pudding,
cheese and afters!

Andresen Royal Choice
20-year-old Tawny
Port NV (750ml in gift box)
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Plummy, chocolatey, with
concentrated bright red
berries thanks to Grenache
vines up to 100 years in age.

A great value alternative
if you don’t want to splash
out on vintage Port. This has
masses of sweet, brambly
richness and was also
bottled unfiltered for
extra complexity.

£13.99

£16.99

1 bottle

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

0236009

1 bottle

0612312

10-year-old white for
the Christmas pud

Introduce your glass
to ‘Sweet Agnes’
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Late Bottled Vintage Port
– seriously good value

Andresen 10 Year Old
White Port NV
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Chill out wine –
Canada’s icy star

Young and fruity
Ruby Port

(500ml in gift box)
Port, Portugal. 20% Vol. To 2021

Midnight Frost Vidal
Icewine 2015 (375ml)

Niagara-on-the-Lake VQA,
Canada. 11% Vol. To 2026.

Seifried Estate Sweet
Agnes Riesling 2016

Andresen Fine
Ruby Port NV

Meet one of the most
popular Ports in our range
– and it’s white. Most white
Ports are drunk young but
Andresen firmly believe it
pays to wait.

From grapes frozen on
the vine – and one of the
top names in Canadian
winemaking.

Five Golds, one Trophy,
and a massive 95 points for
this luscious New Zealand,
late-harvested Riesling.

Aged for three years or less,
Ruby Port is the youngest,
fruitiest style – tailor-made
for berry-based desserts.

Everyone loves the honeyed,
dried fruit and orange
blossom of this delicious
10-year-old gem. Serve
over ice in a tumbler.

This exquisite icewine
combines the class of
Sauternes, the fruitiness of
an Aussie ‘sticky’ and the
finesse of its great German
counterparts. A must-try for
all fans of great dessert wine.

Aromas of lemon sherbet,
marmalade, tropical fruits
and butterscotch lead to
intensely rich, sweet fruit
that is uniquely fresh and
vibrant. Thrilling stuff.

This is from Andresen, one
of the last remaining family
owned Portuguese Port
companies, founded in 1845.
Enjoy luscious, rich red fruit
with ripe figgy notes. Lovely
on its own or with cheese.

£14.99

£17.99

£18.99

£13.99

1 bottle

1949515

1 bottle

3582015

(375ml) Nelson, New Zealand.
13.5% Vol. To 2027.

1 bottle

1801516

(750ml) Port, Portugal.
19.5% Vol. To 2019.

1 bottle

1954512

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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5-star «««««

Customer Favourites

Our bestselling wines with rave reviews from you … from just £7.49 a bottle
When the festive season rolls
round, the most important bottles
to have to hand are the known hits.
The wines guaranteed to delight
every guest. Enter these customer
favourites ... from just £7.49 a bottle.

Take Black Stump: the spicy, darkfruited Durif-Shiraz from Down
Under that’s been your No.1 for years.
Or opulent Cabalié, with its Port-like
richness – your most re-ordered red.
Two Italian classics light up your

lineup: cherry-fresh rule-breaker, Il
Papavero and inky, plum-filled Pillastro
Primitivo, from Italy’s hot heel.
Sauvignon’s a sure-fire hit any time of
year – you’ll find two gems in this case.
Abbesse is your citrus-drizzled French

From

£7.49
a bottle

«««««

“Great value! Nothing
less than 5 stars.”
20

«««««

“Simply the best. This is
what a red wine should be.”

«««««

“We are always asked
where we get it from!”

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

«««««

“The perfect everyday choice.
A must for the cellar.”

favourite, whilst Mussel Pot is the flavourpacked Kiwi star that just keeps rising.

Festive Favourites
12 bottles JUST £107.88
Mixed Case £121.38 SAVE £13
Reds Case £119.88 SAVE £12
Whites Case £122.88 SAVE £15

Finally you’ve South Africa’s tangy,
mouthwatering Gooseberry Bush and the
ultra-ripe tropical fruit of Yarrunga Field
– pure Aussie sunshine in a glass.

Equivalent to

£8.99 a bottle

SAVE up to £15

Wine racks empty themselves oh-soquickly at this time of year – but we’ve
got you covered, with amazing savings on
the two-case deals ... up to £66 off. Take
24 bottles and you’ll also unlock the best
price of all – just £7.49 a bottle. Not to
mention FREE DELIVERY.
Proven winners on tip-top form, from
just £7.49. We’ll drink to that – cheers!

M3493901
M3494001
M3494101

Festive Favourites Two-Case Mixes
24 btls JUST £179.76 + FREE delivery
Mixed Case £242.76 SAVE £63 M3493901 x2
Reds Case £239.76 SAVE £60 M3494001 x2
Whites Case £245.76 SAVE £66 M3494101 x2
Festive greetings from winemaker Hervé Sabardiel
– his Cabalié has been a 5-star favourite for years

Equivalent to

£7.49 a bottle

SAVE up to £66

SAVE
up to

£24

«««««

“I was bowled over
by this wine.”

«««««

“My favourite red wine
ever. Best I have tasted.”

«««««

“Fantastic, refreshing
and full of flavours.”

«««««

“Whatever the occasion –
this is the perfect wine.”

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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5-star «««««

Customer Favourites
France’s No.1 Sauvignon

Ultra-tangy Cape bestseller

“The first white on the list!
We are always asked where
we get it from!”

«««««

“Fantastic, refreshing and full of
flavours. Friends love it in equal
measure. It’s also a bargain.”

«««««

customer review

The lemon-fresh, grassy French
Sauvignon you love more than any other.
Year after year Christmas baby Noël
Bougrier seems to find more refreshing
citrussy flavour. Decanter magazine said
it best: “This Sancerre-lookalike will not
disappoint. Especially at under a tenner.”

Gooseberry Bush has been living up to
its name ... and delighting wine-lovers by
the thousands ... for years. Cooled by the
ocean currents of South Africa’s Cape, it
marries the zestiest Sauvignon with some
crunchy Colombard for a basketload of
lipsmacking green fruit flavour.

Abbesse Sauvignon Blanc 2017

The Gooseberry Bush 2018, Robertson
WO, South Africa. 11.5% Vol. To 2021.

Vin de France. 12% Vol. To 2021.
£119.88
£59.94

£107.88
£53.94

12 btls
6 btls

£113.88
£56.94

C00178
B00169

From £9.99 £8.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £12

£101.88
£50.94

12 btls
6 btls

C00200
B00197

From £9.49 £8.49

a bottle
SAVE up to £12

“Pure Aussie sunshine in a glass”

New Zealand’s new Sauvignon star

“Great value! Nothing less than
5 stars. A terrific all-round
flavoursome white.”

“I was bowled over by this wine.
Dry, crisp and just everything
you could want. Simply superb.”

«««««

customer review

«««««

customer review

The “sunshine in a glass” line was coined
when this wine first arrived on UK shores
way back in the ‘90s. Over two decades later
it’s still the most appropriate description
we’ve heard. Gulp after gulp of ripe peaches
and juicy pineapples. Pour yourself a glass
and be whisked away to sunny Australia.

Just when we’d thought New Zealand
couldn’t possibly turn up the Sauvignon
volume louder, along came Mussel Pot. John
Walsh’s gooseberry and lime-loaded beauty
stormed to Best New Sauvignon in 2017 ...
and the 2018 vintage is even tastier. At its
freshest and tastiest right now. Stock up!

Yarrunga Field Special Reserve 2018

Mussel Pot Sauvignon Blanc 2018

New South Wales, Australia. 12% Vol. To 2022.

Marlborough, New Zealand. 12.5% Vol. To 2021.

£119.88
£59.94

£107.88
£53.94

12 btls
6 btls

C00207
B00202

From £9.99 £8.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £12

22

customer review

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

£149.88
£74.94

£131.88
£65.94

12 btls
6 btls

From £11.99 £10.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £18

C00209
B00209

Our bestselling wines with rave reviews
from you … from just £7.49 a bottle

The most re-ordered red of all
“Top drawer! This is what
we benchmark every other
wine against.”

«««««

Italy’s Black Red hero of the south
“Whatever the occasion – dinner
party, or end of stressful day –
this is the perfect wine.”

customer review

«««««

customer review

Made in the thunderous, tub-thumping
style that once fortified Roman legions,
Cabalié now keeps more customers
marching back than any other. The secret is
the ancient Grenache vines Hervé Sabardeil
tends. Bad for yields ... outstanding for
densely rich black fruit flavour.

Lush, mouthcoating, raisiny Primitivo is the
hero grape of Puglia, Italy’s hot heel. And no
Primitivo is more heroic than Pillastro, the
indulgent red that counts its admirers by the
thousand. With over 50 awards in the last
seven vintages alone, it’s a juicy, spicy treat
that punches well above its price point.

Cabalié 2017

Pillastro Primitivo 2016

Pays d’Oc IGP, France. 13% Vol. To 2021.
£131.88
£65.94

£119.88
£59.94

12 btls
6 btls

C01137
B01182

Puglia IGP, Italy. 13.5% Vol. To 2022.
£131.88
£65.94

From £10.99 £9.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £12

12 btls
6 btls

C01089
B01135

From £10.99 £9.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £12

Rule-breaking “Poppy Red”

Your all-time top red

“The perfect everyday choice.
Light and fruity and downright
moreish. A must for the cellar.”

«««««

£119.88
£59.94

customer review

“Simply the best. This is what a
red wine should be. Big, fruity
and such a reasonable price.”

«««««

customer review

Scipione Giuliani is the guru behind
several of the best-loved Italian wines in
our cellar. So it’s really saying something
that this one tops the lot. A rule-breaking
blend of grapes, hand-picked for quality
from regions right across Italy, and a
cherry-packed charmer par excellence.

In Australia, anything described as “the
best thing this side of the Black Stump”
is reckoned to be unbeatable. So there
couldn’t be a more apt name for the velvety,
voluptuous Black Red that – for another year
– is still your No.1 wine. The turbo-charged
Durif-Shiraz combo triumphs yet again!

Il Papavero NV

The Black Stump Durif Shiraz 2017

Vino Rosso, Italy. 12.5% Vol. To 2021.

South Eastern Australia. 14% Vol. To 2022.

£95.88
£47.94

£86.28
£43.14

12 btls
6 btls

From £7.99 £7.19

C01204
B01237

a bottle
SAVE up to £9

£131.88
£65.94

£119.88
£59.94

12 btls
6 btls

C00965
B00991

From £10.99 £9.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £12

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Your VIP upgrade …
Enjoy a BIG step up in quality and DISCOVER BETTER – on us!
“It’s a simple fact. You can go from
‘good’ to ‘excellent’ by spending
just a little bit more on your wine.
Let me prove it to you with this case …
and I’ll even take care of the extra cost.
The Discover Better collection shows
you there’s a sweet spot when you trade
up – where quality rockets and you
enjoy maximum bang for your buck.

Berlin
e

Gold-medal,
‘best-of-Italy’
favourite

24

So, drink a whole lot better for a whole
lot less … 25% LESS, in fact.”

l Wine Awa
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Dynamic wine
studio’s rarest
white

2018
rds
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Enjoy velvet-smooth, lavishly-made
reds from Bordeaux, Australia and
beyond. Plus fine whites from Galicia
to New Zealand … and even a gorgeous
Provence pink.

Higher vineyards, sunnier slopes, older
vines, the best oak barrels, top vintages,

Internati
o

Tom Laithwaite’s guide to hitting the
‘sweet spot’ for quality and value …

– all lead to richer, riper, more deeply
satisfying flavours.

Mature gem
from a classic
Bordeaux vintage

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

Elite level
New Zealand
Sauvignon Blanc

“If you buy a bottle for
£10-£12 you’ve absolutely
hit the sweet spot”
(The Food Lover’s Handbook)

25%
OFF

25% OFF Discover Better Mixes
Mixed Case
£171.88 £128.88 £10.74 a bottle M0413001
Reds Case
£173.88 £130.38 £10.87 a bottle M0432201
White & Rosé Case £169.88 £127.38 £10.62 a bottle
M10323

SAVE up to £43
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Mellow,
barrel-aged
Gran Reserva

Exquisite, Goldmedal winning
Provence rosé

94-point,
superstar
Aussie Shiraz

Spain’s finest
white – with 7
years of maturity

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Your VIP upgrade – discover better
Gold-medal world exclusive
Internati
o

2018
rds

l Wine Awa
na

Just

£8.99

Spain’s most fashionable white

Discover better also means discover
something new – and utterly delicious.
That’s just what you’ve got here with this
gorgeous Cabernet Blanc.
It came about when our vine-obsessed
southern French wine expert, Mark Hoddy,
found a few precious rows of this rare
variety near Béziers. He snapped up the
whole vintage – and whisked the fruit off
to Bordeaux wine studio, Le Chai au Quai.
Bright apricot and pear flavours, smooth
texture and a crisp, mineral finish.

a bottle

You seldom see mature Albariño. We
recommend you jump at this chance to
enjoy a classic white in its rarest form.

SAVE

25%

Most of us drink Albariño when it’s young
and mouthwateringly fresh. It is the perfect
seafood white from Spain’s lush, north-east
corner of Galicia.
But, if you can wait a few years, it’s well
worth it. Now with seven years’ bottle age,
this has lovely honeysuckle, apple and
vanilla flavours and a rich, nutty finish.

La Nuit Blanche Cabernet Blanc 2017

Sendero des Santos Albariño 2011

Vin de France. 12% Vol. To 2022.

Rias Baixas DO, Spain. 12.5% Vol. To 2020.

£143.88
£11.99

£107.88
£8.99

12 btls
1 btl

C05056
3109517

£155.88
£12.99

SAVE up to £36
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SAVE

C05049
1613511

Top-tier Marlborough Sauvignon

If you’ve ever enjoyed a glass or two of
cool, crisp rosé you must treat yourself
to the best – Côtes de Provence.
Because nothing beats Provence rosé
when it comes to sophisticated pink
drinking. This pale-hued classic is one
of the very best we’ve tried.

Off the scale aromas and flavours! Strap
yourself in for elite Kiwi Sauvignon, the most
thrilling white wine experience on the planet.

SAVE

25%

This is the Reserve edition of our No.1
New Zealand white. Best vineyards, finest
grapes and generations of know how from
Marlborough pioneers, the Rose family.

Its subtle berry fruit with complex, creamy
savoury hints, a lift of lavender and crisp
mineral notes impressed show judges too.
Gold-medal quality – in a beautiful bottle.

This customer’s review says it best:
“Simply splendid. Bursting with tropical
fruits that sing on the palate. Every
mouthful refreshes, delights and excites.”

Roche Bellemont 2017, Côtes de Provence

Sunday Bay Reserve Sauvignon Blanc 2017

AOP, France. 13% Vol. To 2021.

Marlborough, New Zealand. 13% Vol. To 2022.

£179.88
£14.99

£134.88
£11.24

12 btls
1 btl

C05073
3394617

SAVE up to £45

26

12 btls
1 btl

SAVE up to £39

The world’s finest rosé style
Gilbert et G
ns

£116.88
£9.74

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

£191.88
£15.99

£143.88
£11.99

12 btls
1 btl

SAVE up to £48

C05135
2382517

25% OFF

… on us!
Perfectly aged Spanish classic

Mature, glory-vintage claret

Most wines are intended to be enjoyed
straight away. But a Gran Reserva needs
time – and my goodness, your patience is
rewarded with gems like this.

SAVE

Gran Reserva is the top of the quality tree
in Spain and must be aged for at least two
years in barrel and three in bottle. Six years’
ageing has given this rich red layers of
mellow red fruit and vanilla oak flavours.

25%

Here you can taste how a stellar year in
Bordeaux elevates great family estate claret
to the best vintages they’ve ever produced.
Critics declared the 2010 vintage as one of
the finest on record in Bordeaux. JeanYves Courpon, at his family’s tiny Château
Péricou estate, couldn’t have been happier.

SAVE

25%

His ripe, velvety, Merlot-rich claret is made
from old-vine grapes which give extra
concentration and a velvety power boost
too. All deep plum and creamy cassis notes,
it really is drinking beautifully right now.

And proves it pays to go off the beaten track
– “Carineña is home to some of the best value
reds in Spain, if not the world” (Decanter).

Marqués de Valdecañas Gran Reserva
2012, Cariñena DO, Spain. 14% Vol. To 2023.
£155.88
£12.99

£116.88
£9.74

12 btls
1 btl

Château Péricou 2010
Bordeaux AOC, France. 14.5% Vol. To 2022.

C05050
1904612

£167.88
£13.99

SAVE up to £39
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It also has extra ‘oomph’ thanks to
the addition of grapes from Puglia and Sicily.
That bends the rules a little, so it’s labelled
Vino Rosso. But in your glass, you have an
oak-aged, fruit-filled, best-of-all Italian red.

17

7

It’s a Gold-medal winner from the
Barbanera family’s acclaimed Tuscan
cellar with real charm and personality.

J

If you’re a fan of our hugely popular
Italian reds like Pillastro and Il Papavero,
ContraPosto is your perfect step-up.

17.5

Ray

Berlin
e

C01229
3538610

Opulent, oak-aged Aussie Shiraz
7

25%

018
y2

SAVE

12 btls
1 btl

SAVE up to £42

Tuscany’s best-of-Italy champion
ein Troph
rW

£125.88
£10.49

out of 20

Discover a red-hot new fine wine region,
a great estate … and Australian Shiraz
at its absolute best.
With 170 years of winemaking heritage,
dozens of Golds and Trophies plus the
Australian Winery of the Year award,
Tyrrell’s are Aussie winemaking legends.
This bold Shiraz is from their vines in rising
star region, Heathcote. Intense clove and
black fruit aromas, smoky, brambly flavours
and immense smoothness and depth.

ContraPosto 2017

Tyrrell’s Rufus Stone Heathcote Shiraz 2014

Vino Rosso, Italy. 14% Vol. To 2022.

Heathcote, Australia. 14.5% Vol. To 2025.

£179.88
£14.99

£134.88
£11.24

12 btls
1 btl

SAVE up to £45

C05051
1960317

£203.88
£16.99

£152.88
£12.74

12 btls
1 btl

C05074
0073714

SAVE up to £51

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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6 magnificent
Christmas tips
from“the expert’s
expert”

It’s the time of year when
we’re all looking for
something memorable to
swirl around our glasses and
gifts for the hard-to-please
wine buffs in our lives.
Where guests will ask if it’s ok
to take a photo of the label – then
hurry off to order their own case!
When it comes to ‘tough to
impress’, they don’t come any
more formidable than wine
legend Steven Spurrier ... the
expert’s expert. A quick recap
on why he’s considered such a
national wine treasure:

That event caused such a shock
around the wine world that
Hollywood later made a movie
about it (Steven played totally out
of character by Alan Rickman)
and the event inspired and
encouraged winemakers right
across the new world.

Almost 50 years ago, Steven
opened a wine shop and wine
school in Paris to teach the
French how to taste properly.
Took some nerve, that!

As Consultant Editor of
Decanter magazine and head
judge at the Decanter World
Wine Awards, Steven has long
been the expert’s expert.

Then he orchestrated
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The Judgement of Paris in 1976,
a ‘blind’ tasting pitting the
Haut-Brions and such of France
against ... upstart Californian
estates. The scandal that erupted
when the greatest tasters of
France voted California the
winner! One or two of the
judges still won’t speak to him.

company ... funny, gracious
and great fun to taste with.

Steven’s
memoirs
Wine – A
Way of Life
are available
in all good
bookstores,
including
Amazon

And yet, he’s terrifically easy

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

To celebrate the launch of
Steven’s memoirs – a smart
Christmas gift packed with
entertaining stories from 50
years of adventuring – we asked
him to whittle back a selection
of our finest bottles to his Six
for Christmas, including two
perfect pairings for turkey.
None of the bottles are at
prices to send your eyebrows
into orbit. In fact, Steven
bypassed many more famous
names to pick these better-value
wines ... because he’s always been
more interested in what’s in the
bottle than what’s written on
the label. Right up our alley!
This sensational six is highly
recommended for Christmas
entertaining ... don’t miss out.

Add some star power to your Christmas table,
with the man who turned the wine world on its head!
Newton Johnson Southend Chardonnay 2016
Upper Hemel-en-Aarde Valley, RSA. 13.5%. To 2025.

Alta Tierra Syrah Gran Reserva 2013
Valle de Elqui, Chile. 14.5% Vol. To 2019.

“Lemon yellow, really good citrus/limey flavours, lifted
acidity, good weight and complexity. Very good wine.”

Steven’s notes: “Dense black red and lots of spicy,
warm fruit, rich Syrah, quite mouthfilling and sexy
but not over the top and will age well.”

Perhaps the world’s most remarkable vineyard ...
high in the Andes with no neighbours apart from
an observatory and a few llamas. But when you see
the pure sunlight and unique soils of this desert
moonscape, you understand why Giorgio Flessati
planted here and the wine is a-m-a-z-i-n-g.

Some wines leave a deeper impression than others
and this Chardonnay from South Africa’s Hemel-enAarde valley (literally Heaven and Earth) is loved by
insiders like Steven and for that matter Hugh Johnson
for its Burgundy-like quality ... minus the eye-watering
price. And call off the search for the perfect wine to
pair with Christmas turkey. Steven’s own notes:

£15.49

£12.99

1 btl

1417716

£14.99

£13.49

1 btl

2070013

Château de Francs ‘Les Cerisiers’ 2014
Francs Côtes de Bordeaux AOC. 14.5% Vol. To 2026.

Sartirano Figli Riserva 2005
Barbaresco DOCG, Italy. 14% Vol. To 2021

Steven writes: “Very good deep red, full for 2014,
really good depth of fruit and superb extraction, both
floral and rich. Merlot dominant and good use of
Cabernet Franc, still some oak. Very classy wine.”

Steven’s notes: “Deep colour, mature rim, lots of rich
and waxy fruit but still fresh for 13 years old. All the
character of Piedmont is there along with some richness.
Quite mouthfilling and a very good vineyard wine.”

It’s very rare to taste 13-year-old Riserva from Italy’s
aristocratic north for under £30, let alone under £20.
After four years in oak barrels and more cellaring in
bottles, this noble Barbaresco is perfect for a special
dinner or Christmas gift.

Our Bordeaux buyer Jean-Marc was delighted
Steven chose this sumptuous claret from Bordeaux’s
smallest appellation – he’s been trying to get us all
to buy it as well. Best that we don’t name the more
expensive clarets that this was chosen ahead of!

£16.49

£14.84

1 btl

£17.99

2326114

£16.19

1 btl

3386005

Finca Valpiedra Reserva 2011
Rioja DOCa, Spain. 13.5% Vol. To 2021.

Momtazi Family Estate Pinot Noir 2015
Willamette Valley, Oregon, USA. 13.5% Vol. To 2023.

Steven’s notes: “Deep young red, rich and smooth
looking and the smoothnesss continues on the palate.
PURE Rioja with vineyard depth and oak well
blended in. Has freshness, depth and true character.”

Steven’s notes: “Good, fresh Pinot colour and ripe
Volnay-style fruit, nice touch of oak, elegant and quite
fleshy. Shows its vineyard origin, very attractive.”

Luxurious, celebration red from our great hero in
Rioja, Carlos Martínez Bujanda, and his unique,
horseshoe-shaped vineyard filled with ankle-twisting
stones (piedra). This will impress every red-wine fan
in the room – guaranteed!

£25

£19.99

1 btl

Slinky, sensual, biodynamic Pinot from a stellar year
and aged in finest French oak. As one online review
said “memorable months after finishing the bottle”.
Moe and Flora Momtazi have a truly inspirational
story too, having fled Iran during the Revolution.
Another beauty with the Christmas Day turkey.

1818311

£22.50

£25

1 btl

3256615

Six world-class wines, specially selected by a legend among tasters
A unique opportunity to decorate the dining table with
wines you can be absolutely sure are going to impress ...
and then some! Early orders advised.

Spurrier’s Six for Christmas
£114.96

£95.94

Equivalent to £15.99 a btl

6 btls

X10242

SAVE £19

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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FRANCE

Christmas
in France

• Le XV with FREE magnums (p.31)
• FREE Rhône red magnum (p.32)
• Vintage Bordeaux with FREE carafe (p.34)
• White Burgundy & Chablis (p.36)

In the heart of Bordeaux, Le Chai au Quai (pictured below) is where
Tony Laithwaite started his career in wine, washing bottles (see p.60).

SAVE

£48
Luxury ‘Emperor’s Reserve’ red
– only £12.99 £8.99 a bottle
Now here’s an indulgent festive glassful. This is the opulent, luxury
edition of hugely popular Cabalié. The grapes are picked from vines
up to 100 years old. They deliver concentrated flavours of damson,
plum, blackberry and sweet spice, now velvet smooth. Add a case to
any 12 bottles and enjoy a Christmas BONUS saving.

30

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

Cabalié Vieilles Vignes 2017
Pays d’Oc IGP, France. 13% Vol. To 2021
£143.88

£107.88

12 btls

Just £12.99 £8.99 a bottle

C05061

SAVE £48

When added to any other 12 bottles

“Superb, full of fruit and smooth.”
(5-star customer review)

FRANCE

FREE

Rich, ripe reds of southern France
… plus a FREE magnum
magnum
Bestsellers and new discoveries that
sum up the sumptuous flavour,
unique character and great value
of southern France.

Cabalié is brimming with Port-like
depth and still the red that customers
come back to re-order more than any
other. Le XV du Président has been
setting the standard for big reds for
more than a quarter of a century and the
latest release (featured below) is one of

the richest yet. Super-juicy Rex Mundi
has earned hundreds of 5-star reviews,
while fans of classic French reds will love
the peppery Corbières, herb-scented
Minervois and smooth Merlot.
Plus you’ll receive a FREE magnum
of Le XV if you’re quick!

Southern French Favourites
£126.88 £107.88 12 btls + magnum M10219
Equivalent to £8.99 a bottle

SAVE £19

Your original BIG 15% red
– with FREE magnum
“A snowy night in Scotland with this full bodied and rich tasting
wine – doesn’t get any better!” That’s the 5-star verdict of one
happy fan of this popular star. Le XV du Président comes from
the hidden, rocky vineyards of Maury in southern France.
Thunderously powerful – and don’t forget that FREE magnum.

(normally £22)

First 400 orders only
Available with Le XV
du Président 12-bottle
case or the Southern
French Favourites case.
Free magnum offer is strictly limited to one
per customer with orders of 12 bottles or
more of Le XV du Président or the 12-bottle
Southern French Favourites case on p31 of the
November catalogue and is subject to limited
stocks. Offer valid until 23:59 on 28 November
2018 or while stocks last. No alternative will
be offered. Magnum is automatically added
to qualifying orders. See inside back cover
for full terms and conditions.

Le XV du Président 2017
Pays d’Oc IGP, France. 15% Vol. To 2021.
£131.88 £118.68 12 btls + magnum C05062
£65.94 £59.34
6 btls B05084
From £10.99 £9.89

a bottle
SAVE up to £13

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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FRANCE

Great names of the

Rhône Valley

Classic Côtes-du-Rhônes
from legendary cellars
and top years … plus a
FREE magnum

Concou
r

Rich, warming Côtes-du-Rhône from 2016’s “classic
vintage” and the “small but perfectly formed” 2017
vintage (Decanter magazine). It’s a perfect snapshot
of France’s best value fine wine region …

FREE
magnum

Cuvée du Vatican Réserve de l’Abbé comes from
Châteauneuf-du-Pape legends the Diffonty family and
is smooth, rich and full of southern charm. We stay
in Châteauneuf for spicy, Gold-medal-winning Le
Prince de Courthézon, then head north for La Croix
des Grives from Rhône legend, Michel Chapoutier.
There are three more brambly, spicy treats for you to enjoy
including La Poulardière from the acclaimed Olivier Ravoire.

Classic Rhône Reds
£131.88

£119.88

Equivalent to £9.99 a bottle
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12 btls + magnum

2017
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es vins Ly
sd

M3494901

SAVE £12

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

Le Prince de Courthézon
Côtes-du-Rhône 2017
(normally £22)
Big name Côtes-du-Rhône in a
big, 1.5L bottle. Available with the
Classic Rhône Reds case above.
First 400 orders only.
Free magnum offer is strictly limited to one per customer
with orders of the 12-bottle Classic Rhône Reds case on
p32 of the November catalogue and is subject to limited
stocks. Offer valid until 23:59 on 28 November 2018 or
while stocks last. No alternative will be offered. Magnum is
automatically added to qualifying orders. See inside back
cover for full terms and conditions.
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SAVE £20
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Equivalent to £10.49 a bottle

12 btls + magnum

HALF
PRICE
Sh

Cat
a

£125.88

2008 is emerging as a sleeper
vintage, where quality unfurls
long after the event. Evolved,
harmonious and complex
Château Ramage La Batisse –
very close to Châteaux Lafite
and Mouton-Rothschild – is a
classic example. SAVE £30 per
magnum when you add it to
any 12 bottles.

11

18
20
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a

Gold Medal Bordeaux Mix

18
20

Fourth generation family estate Château du Prieur is
smooth and ripe. And to finish, Le Grand Chai is a round,
velvety claret from our own winemaking venture, Le Chai
au Quai. Perfect Bordeaux, at its award-winning best.

Champion 2008
magnum

allenge 20
Ch

Double-Gold favourite, La Croix de Bordeaux, sets
the tone – smoother than ever and a great standardbearer for the magnificent 2016 vintage. Rich, earthy
Château du Tertre Belair will appeal to fans of SaintEmilion (the estate is just across the border) while
Château Le Coin is as soft and supple as claret comes.
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Every Christmas table should have a bottle or two
of great claret. These aren’t just good Bordeaux
reds, they’re all Gold medal-winners too.
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Free magnum offer is strictly limited to one per customer with orders
of the 12-bottle Gold Medal Bordeaux Mix on p33 of the November
catalogue and is subject to limited stocks. Offer valid until 23:59
on 28 November 2018 or while stocks last. No alternative will be
offered. Magnum is automatically added to qualifying orders. See
inside back cover for full terms and conditions.
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£145.88

Château Le Coin 2016
(normally £24)

Double Gold medal-winning claret.
Available with the Gold Medal
Bordeaux Mix. First 400 orders only.

Prize-winning reds with a FREE magnum
of our No.1 bestselling claret Le Coin

e&

FREE magnum

Château Ramage La Batisse 2008
Haut-Médoc AOC Cru Bourgeois.
13% Vol. To 2029.
£60

£30

1 magnum

Q05123

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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FRANCE

VINTAGE BORDEAUX
Perfectly cellared claret for Christmas … plus a FREE carafe
114 years of
patient ageing
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Dartington Crystal carafe
(normally £25) with this
12-bottle showcase
FIRST 400 ORDERS ONLY

Selection 2
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Ch

+ YOURS FREE

Regional
Winner

s 2013
ard

Mature 16-year-old
Haut-Médoc star

out of 20
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7 vintages – including
two of the finest ever
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Free Carafe offer is strictly limited to one per customer with orders
of the 12-bottle Vintage Bordeaux Showcase on p34-35 of the
November catalogue and is subject to limited stocks. Offer valid until
23:59 on 28 November 2018 or while stocks last. No alternative will
be offered. Carafe is automatically added to qualifying orders. See
inside back cover for full terms and conditions.

Here’s your instant fine wine cellar
in a 12-bottle box! Classic Bordeaux
reds, drinking perfectly … in time
for Christmas and affordable
– you SAVE £52 on your case.
Top vintages and superb value
Which is finer? 2009 or 2010? The
debate will rage for years but there is
no doubting they are two of the best
vintages on record. You’ve two bottles
of each here. Plus two from a year now
coming into its own, 2002. Château
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Malescasse 2002 proves the point and
is “the best Cru Bourgeois of the last
20 years” (Clive Coates MW). 2007
is also drinking beautifully right now
(see Château des Graves). From 2014’s
“wonderfully structured and fresh reds”
(Wine Enthusiast) you have a SaintEmilion Grand Cru Gold-medal winner.
Big, rich and silky, Verniotte shows why
the smart money is flocking to Castillon.
And once-aristocratic Canon-Fronsac is
the smart insider’s tip for serious value.
For claret fans, this is as good as it gets.

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

We asked
what the world’s
bestselling wine
writer, Hugh
Johnson, will be
uncorking for
Christmas Day

FRANCE

SHOWCASE

Vintage Bordeaux Showcase
£231.91 £179.88 12 btls
Equivalent to

M3494701

£14.99 a bottle

SAVE £52

SAVE

£52

I’ll have what Hugh’s having: “Pomerol with full fruit, touched by oak”
“In three years the Vayron family will be celebrating
200 years at Château Bourgneuf. It’s in Pomerol, the
baby of the Right Bank. You would think nothing of
importance happened in its rather boring vineyards. Yet
it is the kingdom of Merlot, where Merlot reaches creamy
perfection. Winemaker Frédérique Vayron does nothing
revolutionary – handpicking, ageing in barrels. But
she gets it just right, delivering Pomerol with full fruit,

touched by oak, with a light (shall we call it elegant?)
touch. At seven years this is mature wine. There’s
something smoky about the nose. And to me,
Bourgneuf is a serious, opulent yet friendly wine
– just on the grown-up side of cuddly!”

Château Bourgneuf Pomerol 2011
Pomerol AOC, France. 13.5% Vol. To 2026.
£35.00

1 bottle

1015911

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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FRANCE

The cream of Burgundy

The world’s best whites, dinner party reds and Beaujolais Crus
Fine Dining Burgundy Whites
“White Burgundy”. The very name suggests elegant,
mouthfilling creamy wines, ripe with green apple fruit, light
peach and perfect kisses of oak. Just what you’ll uncork with
every bottle in this mix, all from tiny, quality-obsessed estates.
£191.88
£95.94

£155.88
£77.94

Equivalent to £12.99

a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

M10220
X10128

SAVE up to £36

Red Burgundy Showcase
It’s unanimously agreed: the greatest Pinot Noir in the world
is grown and made in Burgundy. This is your taste of that
brilliance, all from long-established family wineries. Expect
haunting aromas of strawberry, redcurrant and subtle smoke.
£203.88
£95.94

£179.88
£89.94

Equivalent to £14.99

a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

M10241
X10130

SAVE up to £24

Hand-selected Beaujolais
Beaujolais is home to France’s fruitiest, most temptingly
moreish reds, brimful of berry fruit. And the Crus, three of
which you’ll find here, make dark, serious wines, more than a
match for next door Burgundy and worthy of any dining table.
£158.88
£79.44

£131.88
£65.94

Equivalent to £10.99

a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

M10242
X10129

SAVE up to £27

Top Estate Chablis
Nowhere in the world makes pristine, dazzlingly fresh,
unoaked Chardonnay half as well as Chablis. In this mix
you’ll find a trio from the best estates we know, each one
awash with apple, lemon and steely fresh minerality.
£101.94
£50.97

£89.94
£44.97

Equivalent to £14.99
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FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

a bottle

6 btls
3 btls

X10110
J10011

SAVE up to £12

FRANCE

Classic whites of the

Loire Valley

SAVE
up to

£22

Crisp, popular refreshment from the smartest buys
in France’s best-value, fine white wine heartland
You don’t have to spend a small
fortune to enjoy some of the most
mouthwatering flavours the Loire
has to offer.

classic Muscadets. So pure and clean,
with bright apple, pear and a hint of
sea breeze. Families like the Gadais
(pictured below) are leading the charge
for this perfect apéritif ’s revival.

We’ve put the spotlight here on
two classic styles – crisp, zippy
Sauvignon and fresh, mineral
Muscadet – from favourite family
estates we know you love.
Starting with three Sauvignons
from Touraine, Sancerre’s great-value
neighbour – like Patrick Vauvy’s
Domaine Bellevue. He waits until the
last moment to start the harvest. So
his fruit is always riper, making the
most concentrated, citrus-charged
Sauvignon from Touraine. Plus,
from the mouth of the Loire, three

Loire Whites Collection
£141.88 £119.88
£70.94 £59.94

12 btls
6 btls

Equivalent to £9.99 a bottle

SAVE up to £22

M10221
X10112

Refreshing
pink bubbles
Meet the sister
sparkling rosé of our
bestselling French
Sauvignon. A fine
Crémant de Loire,
its delightful
mousse delivers
lemony freshness
with lingering
strawberry hints.
All thanks to the
fruity Cabernet
Franc grape. A
big staff party
favourite here.
Abbesse de Loire NV, Crémant de Loire
AOC, France. 12.5% Vol. To 2022 .
£13.99

£11.99

1 bottle

1704515

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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SPAIN

SAVE
up to

£44

FREE
Rioja’s First Families Reserva
Our bestselling Rioja is the Murúa
family’s Barón de Barbón – with the
Manzanos brothers’ berry-laden pure
Tempranillo hot on its heels.
There’s another fruit-filled treat from
Martínez Bujanda in Finca Los Trinos
alongside juicy Carravacas from the
Mádrid family’s Primicia estate.
We’ve saved the best for last – mature,
complex Marichalar Gran Reserva
2009, normally £25 a bottle.

Feliz Navidad! Ana Martínez Bujanda gets into
the spirit of Christmas with Tom Laithwaite

Rioja Reserva & Gran Reserva

Equivalent to £13.99
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6 btls

a bottle

X10113

SAVE £31

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

£163.90
£81.95

£119.88
£59.94

12 btls
6 btls

M10222
X10111

Equivalent to £9.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £44
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£83.94

Rioja Mix

18

£114.96

Free bottle offer is strictly limited to one per customer with orders
of the 12-bottle Rioja Mix on p38 of the November catalogue and
is subject to limited stocks. Offer valid until 23:59 on 28 November
2018 or while stocks last. No alternative will be offered. Bottle is
automatically added to qualifying orders. See inside back cover for
full terms and conditions.

018
y2

Magnificent flagship releases from six outstanding family
estates. The case includes three Reservas and three Gran
Reservas – the absolute pinnacle of winemaking in Rioja
and a style coveted by collectors the world over. Every
bottle is at – or approaching – its mature, drinking peak.

Available with the 12
bottle Rioja Case. First
400 orders only.

M

Familia Martínez Bujanda are Riojan
royalty and the exclusive Cosecha is the
most supple, fruity red in their range.

Berli
n

Great Rioja is perfect for Christmas.
This special showcase is the
culmination of 40-plus years of
working with the region’s best
family-run bodegas.

Barón de Barbón
Rioja Reserva 2013
(normally £14.99)

Berlin
e

Bestsellers and fine Gran Reserva from favourite bodegas

Aged treasures
of Old Spain
Decades of mellow maturity and evolved flavours
in one superb collection – JUST £8.99 a bottle

12th-century cellar Ramón
Roqueta provides richly complex
Las Barracas 2011 Gran Reserva

The same cellar’s 2011 Gran Reserva
and Ermita de San Lorenzo Gran Reserva
2010 complete a very memorable case –
with 80 years’ mellow maturity! Discover
Spain’s precious aged reds today.
Mature Reds of Spain Mix
£129.88
£64.94

£107.88
£53.94

12 btls
6 btls

Equivalent to £8.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £22

M10223
X10114

Cover star rarity

The Soviet Union had just put
a man into space when this
Rioja began its journey,
first in barrel, then bottle.
57 years ageing in total.
To protect this precious
liquid, fifth generation
winemaker David
Manzanos rebottled,
relabelled and recorked
this limited edition
red. Garnet colour,
tobacco, crystallized
fruit and leather
aromas, evolved but
elegant, with soft
tannins and a long
finish. Epic stuff!
Manzanos 1961
Rioja, Spain. 13% Vol. To 2026.
£30

£40

1 bottle

3712061
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The case is led by two gorgeously
mellow Gran Reservas from Cariñena in
sumptuous Marqués de Valdecañas 2012
and smoothly powerful El Bombero 2012.

and there’s a beautifully soft Reserva
in Palacio de Valencia 2012.

1961 Rioja

China Win

Nowhere does aged reds quite like
Spain. This patiently-matured selection
is brought to you at their very best –
perfectly ready for drinking over the
Christmas season. At JUST £8.99 a
bottle, it offers sensational value.

SPAIN

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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SPAIN

Fine wine map’s mystery red …
Big clue – it’s from one of Spain’s ‘Golden Mile’ estates,
re-labelled exclusively for you … FINAL SHIPMENT
This amazing coup is all about the
map below. It’s Ribera del Duero,
Spain’s “red wine miracle” (Jancis
Robinson MW) – now more sought
after and expensive than Rioja.
Specifically, we’re in Ribera’s ‘Golden
Mile’. A tiny, super-premium stretch
of land where every bodega sells its
powerful, barrel-aged dinner party
wine for at least £30 a bottle.

long summer days – perfect vineyard
conditions for quality … and quantity.
By law, bodegas can only label a
certain amount of their wine as Ribera
del Duero, to retain quality and prices.
It’s rare for a bodega to make more
but in 2015 this superstar had a surplus.

From vineyards in the heart of Ribera del Duero’s
‘Golden Mile’ (above) … then aged in the finest
oak barrels for extra smoothness and depth

Today you’ll savour one of those
reds – for JUST £12.99 a bottle

Bumper crop bags you fine wine
royalty … but mum’s the word!

Yes, this is one of the same wines
marked out and priced up below. The
real McCoy. For a fraction of what you’d
pay if it were under its normal label.

2015 was a breathtaking vintage in
Ribera del Duero. Glorious sunshine,

So they phoned our Spain buyer,
Beth. Would we like their surplus
Ribera del Duero at a special one-off
rate? Yes! One condition – we can’t
name the bodega. But we guarantee
it is the flagship red of one of the icons
on the map below.

Your taste of the ‘Golden Mile’ …

£40+
a bottle

£40+

£30+
a bottle

a bottle

Bodegas
Hacienda
Monasterio

£30+
a bottle

Dominio de
Pingus

Aalto Bodegas
y Viñedos

Abadía Retuerta

a bottle

Bodegas y
Viñedos Alión
Bodegas Pago
de Carraovejas

Bodegas Mauro

£300+

Your map to finely cellared treasure …
a bottle
OK, this red isn’t from £300 Pingus
but it does come from one of the others marked
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£40+

Bodegas
Alejandro
Fernandez
Tinto Pesquera

£30+
a bottle

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

£30+
a bottle

SPAIN

SAVE at least £204
This red is usually £30-plus
Now ONLY £12.99 a bottle
The wine has a dark purple core, fading
to a brick-red rim. Spice, cinnamon and
clove aromas. Sumptuously full-bodied
with generous yet elegant flavours of rich
red cherries, plums and toasty oak.
Lots of customers have already
discovered this fine wine bargain.
We’re now down to our last cases.
With a saving of at least £204 on
a dozen, don’t miss out. Order now.

Selección Numerada 29 2015
Vino Tinto, Spain. 14.5% Vol. To 2021.
£360
£180

£155.88
£77.94

12 btls
6 btls

Equivalent to £12.99

C01208
B01241

a bottle

«««««

“A beautiful wine.
I enjoyed the first bottle
so much that I ordered
a second case”
(5-star customer review)

«««««
“Superb. Best red
we have tasted in ages …
a wine of depth
and character”
(5-star customer review)

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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PORTUGAL

Portugal’s Blackest Reds
Enjoy the full-flavoured, darkly-fruited stars that saw us named the place to buy them
Portugal has become customers’
go-to country for the fullestflavoured, great-value reds. As the
Portuguese Wine Merchant of the
Year, we’ve got the nation’s best
winemakers queuing up to share
their finest Black Reds with you.

You’ll find bestselling Aluado
rubbing shoulders with last year’s
No.1 Black Red, Vinha do Fava and
fruity, full-bodied hit Cabra Cega.
Major 5-star favourites include velvety
Lobo e Falcão, from Portuguese wine’s

‘First Lady’, Joana Lopes, and
turbo-charged Quinta do Éspirito
Santo from a unique single vineyard.
Rocksand Shiraz, from Gold-medal
maestro Jaime Quendera, rounds off
the case in smooth, oaky style.

SAVE

42

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles
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PORTUGAL

Wow-factor
Reserva

Portuguese Black Reds
£121.88

£99.99

12 btls

M3494801

Equivalent to £8.34

a bottle
SAVE £21

Rocksand Shiraz is from
a truly unique vineyard

José Neiva has won
Golds galore for Aluado

Lobo e Falcão star,
Joana Lopes
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Add-on Deal
This grand old estate used to hold back
special casks for royal visits. Today the top
barrels are set aside for this magnificent
Reserva. It’s inky dark, bursting with spiced
plum and cassis richness – and made
exclusively for you. JUST £13.99 £10.99
when you add this trio to any 12 bottles.

Lobo e Falcão Reserva 2015, Vinho Regional
Tejo, Portugal. 14% Vol. To 2023.
£41.97

£32.97

3 btls

T05026

From £13.99 £10.99 a bottle

When added to any 12 bottles

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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ITALY

Christmas
Italian-style
• 98-point superstar returns (p.45)
• Pristine Pinot Grigios (p.46)
• World champion Gavi di Gavi (p.47)
• SAVE up to £120 on fine wine reds (p.48)

SAVE

£18
Cherry-fresh Il Papavero
– only £7.99 £6.49 a bottle

“MY ABSOLUTE FAVE. Nice body and full
fruit flavour. The reason I went to Italy!”

Such easy drinking! For over 20 years, Il Papavero has been your
favourite Italian red. The ‘poppy’ wine also delivers terrific value
for money. That’s because this rule-breaker is made by picking only
the best grapes from the length of Italy ... region be damned! Fresh
black and red cherries and juicy berry flavours galore. Add
a dozen to any other 12 bottles for this special Christmas price.
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FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

(5-star customer review)

Il Papavero, Vino Rosso, Italy.
12.5% Vol. To 2021.

£95.88

£77.88

12 btls

Just £7.99 £6.49 a bottle

C05063

SAVE £18

When added to any 12 bottles

ITALY

Back for Christmas ... with FREE magnums

The 98 point knockout!
FREE
magnum

Made in EXACTLY the same way as Italy’s
richest luxury red for a THIRD of the price
– plus you SAVE up to £60
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(Oz Clarke, wine author and TV presenter)
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“Wow. Rich, succulent, indulgent
and exotic ... a flood of perfumed
cherries and juicy black grapes. This
is a wine that can change your mind
about Italy in one great slurp.”

Saracosa Governo 2017

First 400 orders only. (Normally £32)
Free magnum offer is strictly limited to one per customer with
orders of 12 bottles or more of Saracosa Governo and is subject
to limited stocks. Offer valid until 23:59 on 28 November 2018
or while stocks last. No alternative will be offered. Magnum is
automatically added to qualifying orders. See inside back cover
for full terms and conditions.
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Tuscany’s fine wine heart – the Manhattan
of the middle ages – San Gimignano

The Barbanera family revived ancient Tuscan
traditions to make flavour-packed Governo

Governo is the Black Red
knockout made the same way
as Amarone, ranked 98 points
by Italy’s top critic and boasting
rave 5-star reviews online.

Last time Governo was just £10.99
a bottle, sales went into overdrive ...
we sold out in double quick time.

but a HUGE turbo blast for flavour.

Why? Because this velvety Tuscan
red is made in a very similar way to
£30-plus Amarone.

Unsurprisingly, that extra power and
intensity put it head and shoulders above
rivals at the same price.

Governo is an ancient Tuscan
technique that sees the grapes dried
for 20 days after harvest. Commercial
madness, as it drives yields right down ...

But we never expected Luca Maroni,
Italy’s No.1 wine expert, to award it 98
points. That score is coveted by wines at
five times as much.

Yours for just £15.99 £10.99 a bottle,
SAVING you £60 on a case of 12. And
don’t forget those FREE magnums.

Saracosa Governo 2017
Toscana IGT, Italy. 13.5% Vol. To 2022.
£191.88 £131.88 12 btls + magnum C05059
£95.94 £65.94
6 btls B05085
From £15.99 £10.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £60

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Pristine Pinot Grigio
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This year’s shortlist of our six best-loved Pinot Grigios – the perfect festive apéritif

SAVE £15
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Prosecco DOC, Italy. 10.5% Vol. To 2021.
£11.99

£9.99

1 btl

0521817

Ca’ Bolani Frizzante Rosato, Friuli
Isonzo DOC, Italy. 10.5% Vol. To 2019.
£11.49

£8.99

1 btl

16465NV

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

0
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Ca’ Bolani Prosecco Edizione Limitata

dus Vini 20
un

18

Prosecco is the UK’s favourite bubbly, and
Ca’ Bolani is your favourite Prosecco in our
range. Easy to see why – or rather taste why
– given its soft apple and pear notes with
flecks of elderflower and tingly bubbles. Just
as delicious is the vibrant, berry-scented
Rosato. A perfect apéritif ... and a smashing
match for smoked salmon.
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Ca’ Bolani – your No.1 fizz

12 btls
6 btls

Equivalent to £8.34 a bottle

M

Finally, bestselling superstar Il
Papavero completes your Italian trek in
the orchards of Sicily. Expect mouthfuls
of ripe peach, with tangy nuances of
tropical fruit. Who could possibly resist?

£99.99
£49.99

£115.88
£57.94

M

Beginning in the Alpine north,
where Alessandro Gallici, Il Pino and
Sentiero dei Pini bring the green,
mouthwatering flavours of crunchy
apples with a generous squeeze of lime.

Italian Pinot Grigio Mix

11

There’s still plenty of citrus in central
Italy’s Ca’ Vescovo and Farinelli, but
here it’s a warmer lemon with touches of
juicy pear, redolent of long afternoons
in warm Mediterranean sun.

10

Grins all round at this dozen; the
crispest, most deliciously crowdpleasing Pinot Grigios we’ve found.
Specially selected from winemakers
right down the spine of Italy.

M10225
X10115

ITALY

Italy’s finest white revealed

CH

Gavi di Gavi is Italy’s answer to
Chablis. A piercingly fresh mouthful
of apples, honeydew melon, pear
and lemon zest. Enter Villa Broglia,
its 95-point trophy star.

AL

They’ve had a long time to
practice. Vines were planted here
as early as 972 AD. But judging by
international competition results,
their form has never been better.

95

18

“Gavi di Gavi at its best”
5 stars, 95 points,
1 international trophy

0
LENGE 2

CH

AL

18

One man and his dog – Paolo Broglia checking out
trophy-standard grapes at his Gavi di Gavi estate
0
LENGE 2

«««««

One waft of Villa Broglia’s fragrance
was enough to scoop the International
Wine Challenge Trophy. “Gavi di Gavi
at its best” was the judges’ consensus.

“Unique ... sophisticated.
Probably the best white
I’ve tasted – ever!”

More importantly, its online reviews
from the top judges – our customers
– are even better. Just look at the three
on the right ... and then jump in for a
case of Italy’s dinner party No.1.

(5-star online customer review)

“I love this wine, with
or without food.”

(5-star online customer review)

Villa Broglia 2017, Gavi di Gavi DOCG,

“Perfect. Smooth, dry,
citrussy. I will definitely
be buying this again.”

Italy. 13.5% Vol. To 2022.
£173.88
£86.94

£149.88
£74.94

12 btls
6 btls

C05064
B05089

From £14.49 £12.49

a bottle
SAVE up to £24

(5-star online customer review)

Classic Whites of Italy

£59.94
Equivalent to £9.99

6 btls

a bottle

0
LENGE 2

AL

18

AL

18

0
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CH

£69.44

95

CH

Six of the bone-dry classics you’d find on Christmas tables right
across Italy. Kicking off with 95-point Villa Broglia Gavi (above)
and elegant Soave Classico from Borgo San Lorenzo. There’s
refreshing, mineral Pecorino and citrussy Greco from the volcanic
slopes of Vesuvius plus two more breathtaking bottles.
X10131

SAVE over 10%
Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Italy’s greatest noble reds
Your taste of ultimate dinner party luxury – SAVE up to £120

Oak-aged Super Tuscan from
the perfect 100-point estate

The Brunello with over 600
years of fine wine pedigree
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Brunello di Montalcino is the richest, most
full-bodied expression of Italy’s hero grape,
Sangiovese. The next level up from even
Chianti Classico. This one comes from an
estate whose reputation for quality dates back
to 1373 – and is still one of the best today.
Three years in the best, expensive oak barrels
have delivered the magnificent final touches.
Laden with black fruits, savoury herbs and
spice. Savour it slowly with your richest food.

SAVE

25%

Castelli Martinozzi 2012, Brunello di
Montalcino DOCG, Italy. 14.5% Vol. To 2031.
£32
£192

SAVE

25%

£27
£162

1 btl
6 btls

Super Tuscans are held by many experts as
the pinnacle of Italian wine. Rule-breaking
blends of Sangiovese with classic Bordeaux
varieties, they rank with the world’s best reds.
Tenuta Lamiata is from an estate whose reds
regularly win perfect 100-point scores, and
have even made a wine rated in the world’s
top three. A sumptuous helping of plummy
Merlot meets spicy, elegant Sangiovese.
A very super Tuscan indeed!

Tenuta Lamiata Rosso Toscana 2013
Toscana IGT, Italy. 14% Vol. To 2024.

3204512
B01041

£40
£240

1 btl
6 btls

3074513
B00941

SAVE up to £30

SAVE up to £60

The King of wines ... lavished
with over a decade of ageing

Amarone legend from a cellar
we’re FORBIDDEN to name

Barolo has been described as “the wine of
Kings, and the King of wines”, and is still
treasured as Italy’s most inimitable red. At
its very best after a decade or so of ageing,
but rare to find one already given that time.
Enter Monsparone 2007, with a haunting
bouquet of cherries, liquorice, rose petals
and vanilla. Eleven patient years in oak
casks and bottle have given the wine a silken
mouth-feel, and spellbinding complexity.

SAVE

40%

There were gasps in the office when our
buyer revealed the winery behind this
Amarone. “One of the icons of Italian wine”,
Amarone creeps well into triple figures
per bottle, and this cellar is one of the
very best. Needless to say, under its new,
discreet label, you’ll pay a fraction of the
usual cost for this enormous, currant-rich
red, bursting with figs, dark chocolate
and sweet spices.

Monsparone Barolo Riserva 2007

Belmonte Amarone 2013, Amarone della

Barolo DOCG, Italy. 14% Vol. To 2019.

Valpolicella DOCG, Italy. 15.5% Vol. To 2023.

£40
£240

£30
£180

1 btl
6 btls

0900607
B00897

£50
£300

SAVE up to £60

SAVE £45 on the ultimate Italian quartet
Why limit yourself to just one of these magnificent reds when you can save £45 and
enjoy a bottle of each? The cherries on top of four of your most special fine dining
occasions; uncork each one and watch eyes light up all around the table.
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£30
£180

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

£30
£180

1 btl
6 btls

3028513
B01011

SAVE up to £120

Fine Italian Quartet
£162

£117

Equivalent to £29.25

4 btls

a btl

X3494801

SAVE £45

Top Kiwi Pinot Noir for how much?!

NEW ZEALAND

Holy Grail: FOUND
Your Christmas turkey NEEDS this new red ...
especially at today’s special “Thank You” price
Fact: fine Pinot Noir is the ultimate
red for turkey. So we’ve been
on a mission to find the perfect,
affordable bottle for your table.
No easy task – Pinot Noir is the
winemaker’s ultimate challenge ... and
priced accordingly. So we made our
way to the cellar of one of our oldest
and best Kiwi friends – Chris Seifried.
Cue raised eyebrows when he heard
our request. After all, prices for his Pinot
start at £15 ... and end at well over £30.
But you’ve made his wines some of the
best loved in our range, so as a strictly
one-time-only thank you present, Chris
pulled a rabbit out of the hat.

Goodwill to all Pinot lovers!
Talented Chris Seifried is making
you a BIG festive gesture

NEW
LAUNCH

Cases of his best estate Pinot,
discreetly re-labelled ... and generously
re-priced. Yours for just £10.99 a bottle.
Our turn to be shocked ... and
overjoyed. New Zealand is “an essential
port of call for all Pinot lovers on their
quest for the perfect glassful” (Decanter) ...
£10.99 is far lower than we had expected.
It’s simply divine. Bright, ripe
cranberries, raspberries and briar fruits
with the ethereal, inimitable Pinot
fragrance of savoury, earthy spice.
Quest completed ... and just in time
for Christmas. Set the table, Pinot fans!
Order now for delivery mid November.

Nelson Bay Pinot Noir 2017
Nelson, New Zealand. 12.5% Vol. To 2022.
£179.88
£89.94

£131.88
£65.94

12 btls
6 btls

C05086
B05129

From £14.99 £10.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £48
Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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On a mission with the
real Marlborough man

“Defines Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc”
(Fine wine guru Bob Campbell MW
on Rapaura Springs Reserve)

– and he’d love to share the results with you!

Matt Thomson is on a mission. To
give you the ultimate expression of the
world’s most distinctive white wine style.
“Most people,” he says, “would back
themselves on being able to pick out a
Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc.”
We’re in the tasting room here, swirling
something very special in our glasses,
and Matt’s warming to his theme.
“In a world with oceans of wine with
no sense of place, it’s fantastic to have
a regional style with the greatest sense
of place of any wine in the planet.
And I wanted to make the best there is!”
No-one is better suited to the challenge.
Matt is relentless in his pursuit of
excellence – whether competing in
endurance kayaking or making wine.
“Matt’s a no nonsense winemaker who
believes wine quality follows directly
from good fruit. He lets that quality
shine through.” So said judges at
the International Wine Challenge
when they voted him their
White Winemaker of the Year.
Also his love for wine began early.
At 16, when school friends talked
of careers in finance and law, he was
reading Robert Parker’s 1,000-page
tome on Bordeaux and
storing cases of wine
under his bed.
“I was an unusual
kid, I guess!”

Matt raises a glass of the
new vintage of his world
champion Sauvignon Blanc

50

His career has taken him all
over the world. As a result,
he has worked a total of 50
vintages in 25 years. From
South America to Italy, France,
Spain, Romania and Hungary.
But his heart is in Marlborough,
where he lives – and can channel
all that experience into pouring the
ultimate gourmet glassful.
“It’s like a good chef,” Matt
says. “He must get the best
ingredients and the best of
products. He has a garden
and he knows how to
use what it produces to
make the perfect dish.”
So it was hardly
surprising that
when New
Zealand’s leading
family winery
Rapaura Springs
were on the
lookout for an
injection of top
talent, they approached
Matt. And he leapt at the chance to
join the award-winning team already
credited with “defining Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc” by Kiwi expert and
Master of Wine, Bob Campbell.

“I think I’m bloody lucky to have
found winemaking so early!”
(Matt Thomson)

Bringing you the World’s
BEST Sauvignon Blanc …
From New Zealand’s Winery & Winemaker of the Year
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Luckily Club Members have
a track record for New Zealand’s finer
family estate Sauvignons – with quality
being the key factor over cost.

LAUNCH
OFFER
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Look at the scores, Gold medals and
the award for World’s Best Sauvignon
from New Zealand’s Winery of the Year.
Another match made in heaven …

New
vintage

pbell MW
am

m

Either way it’s a winner!

An impressive heritage
of awards singles this out
as a serious cut above

17
20

“We picked the grapes from
Marlborough’s Lower Wairau region.
Here vineyards like Dillon’s Point
(pictured) deliver fabulous rich, ripe
tropical and passion fruit – plus that
lush concentration. It has less herby
notes too. People simply love this style.”
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Forget Cloudy Bay at nearly double the
price! With Rapaura Springs Reserve
Matt has put all he preaches into
practice – to prize-winning effect.

TROPHY
2015

WORLD'S BEST
SAUVIGNON BLANC

TROPHY
2015

NEW ZEALAND
WINE PRODUCER

So in our cellars and ready to go is the
super fresh new 2018 vintage – at a very
special launch price to help it on its way.
Mission accomplished, Matt.

Rapaura Springs Reserve Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc 2018, 13% Vol. To 2021.
£179.88
£89.94

£155.88
£77.94

From £14.99

12 btls
6 btls

C05033
B05044

£12.99 a bottle

Plus your Cloudy Bay BONUS offer
Sauvignon fans look at Cloudy Bay as the
yardstick for New Zealand’s star white at its
bill-topping best. Elegant, intense, extremely
refreshing. Add three bottles to your order
… and compare and contrast with the official
World’s Best Sauvignon, Rapaura Springs!

Cloudy Bay Sauvignon Blanc 2017
Marlborough, NZ. 13.5% Vol. To 2021.
£75

£69

3 btls

T00110

£25 £23 a bottle

When added to any 12 bottles

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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NEW ZEALAND

3 BOTTLES of our
No.1 Kiwi Sauvignon Blanc
… BETTER THAN

The New Zealand
Sauvignon Showcase

HALF

PRICE
see back cover
for offer details

NEW
collection

SAVE £27 on this super-fresh showcase of favourite New Zealand whites
… including four fresh-off-the-boat, new vintage 2018s
Everyone knows it. But as the
FT says: “the most intense
Sauvignons come from New
Zealand”. You’ll understand why
with this exclusive collection.

Kiwi white. It is rich, ripe proof that
Nelson, New Zealand’s sunniest
address, is more than a match for
famous neighbour Marlborough.
Mount Richmond returns for its second
vintage, after earning sell-out status
first time round. It is joined by Duck
‘n’ Pheasant and new 5-star favourite
Mussel Pot. Both continue to wow with
their sheer bombardment of flavour.

Each white has been hand-picked
because they deliver all the intense cut
grass, citrus, gooseberry and tropical
fruit flavours and aromas fans love.
And there are four new vintage 2018s
we wanted to share – as they are just
in and at their absolute freshest best.
Split Rock vies every year with
Sunday Bay for the title of our No.1
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New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc Showcase
£146.88
Towering Sauvignon talent – meet John Walsh,
winemaker of popular new star Mussel Pot

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

£119.88

12 btls

M0290202

Equivalent to £9.99 a bottle

SAVE £27

Step into First Class and SAVE 25%

Luxury Kiwi Sauvignons
Featuring Cloudy Bay, Hunter’s and World No.1, Rapaura Springs
Here’s where the quality cranks
up a notch ... and leaves the rest of
the world’s Sauvignon in its wake.
Exclusive single vineyard jewels
– like new vintage Rapaura Springs
Reserve (winner of “World’s Best
Sauvignon” at the Wines & Spirits

Competition 2017) and Winery of the
Year St Clair’s The Honourable Dillon.

And finally, two iconic stars –
Cloudy Bay and Hunter’s. Two
Marlborough heroes that have set the
quality standard for over 30 years. A
sensational Sauvignon masterclass.

Meticulously hand-selected fruit
and kid-glove winemaking are the
secret to the success of Sunday Bay
Reserve, the luxury edition of our
No.1 New Zealand white.

Add-on Luxury New Zealand
Sauvignon - 25% OFF
£102.95

£77.94

6 btls

X10132

Equivalent to £12.99

a bottle
When added to any other 12 bottles
Alternatively, order on its own for £89.94 –
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a bottle
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Equivalent to £14.99

out of 20

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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AUSTRALIA

New vintage Full Fifteen red, plus
A very merry Christmas from Australia’s
		
amazing ‘Super Mum’ winemaker
Jo Nash is famous in Australian
wine circles as something of a
super-mum ... since 2011 she
has combined raising four kids
with holding down the job
of Chief Winemaker for the
quality-obsessed Andrew
‘Big Mack’ McPherson.
One child was born just days before
harvest began, so was gently passed
around the wine team for the first
few weeks of his life ... lulled
to sleep by the clicking and
whirring of winemaking at
work. “No surprise he’s now
such a sociable little guy”
says Jo.

Jo was the ideal pick for the big job.
A true-blue local, after graduating
winemaking school with flying colours
she couldn’t wait to get home to the
small town and sunny vineyards in
which she’d grown up.
Working her way up, she had mighty
big shoes to fill. Andrew takes no
prisoners with his winemaking and
built a loyal army of fans for the “black
as the inside of your hat” Full Fifteen.
He was careful in passing on those
secrets and – just quietly – Jo has now
bettered the original red ... 858 five-star
reviews can’t be wrong!
Better yet, the new vintage comes
with a stonking FREE magnum
(first 500 orders only) as a Christmas
‘thank you’.

Classic
sparkling red!
Thousands of Aussies
crack open the chilled
red fizz on Christmas
Day. Full Fifteen is a
classic of the style,
with ripe blackberry
and dark cherry
flavours and tonguetingling bubbles. Go
on, your guests will
love it!

McPherson Full Fifteen Sparkling Red
South Eastern Australia. 15% Vol. To 2021.
£71.94
£11.99

54

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

£59.94
£9.99

6 btls
1 btl

B35935NV
22627NV

AUSTRALIA

FREE 1.5L magnums
Luxurious Aussie red
on best-ever form
Fair dinkum! Jo’s made an absolute
cracker here. All the lovely dark fruit
flavours and easy drinking smoothness
that we all love about Full Fifteen ...
all kept beautifully smooth by that full
15% alcohol.
We’ve sold hundreds of Aussie
wines over the years but few shake
your hand and say G’Day in such a
warm, friendly way as Full Fifteen ...
no wonder it has such a fiercely loyal
following.

FREE

Magnum
Normally £19.99, this big
1.5L magnum is FREE
with 12 bottles of Full
Fifteen or the
Family Mix
below.

FIRST

500
orders
only

When Andrew McPherson handed
the reins to Jo Nash he told us she was
the brightest star in the area and she’s
never once rested on her laurels.
Enjoy this brilliant new vintage …
and don’t miss out on the magnum.

McPherson The Full Fifteen 2017
South Eastern Australia. 15% Vol. To 2022.
£119.88 £107.88 12 btls + magnum C01008
6 btls
B01036
£59.94 £53.94
From £9.99 £8.99 a bottle

SAVE up to £12

Free magnum offer is strictly limited to one per customer with orders of
12 bottles or more of The Full Fifteen or the 12-bottle McPherson Family
Mix on P55 of the November catalogue and is subject to limited stocks.
Offer valid until 23:59 on 28 November 2018 or while stocks last. No
alternative will be offered. Magnum is automatically added to qualifying
orders. See inside back cover for full terms and conditions.

The Full Fifteen Family
Shiraz, Cabernet Sauvignon,
Chardonnay and Sauvignon ... and,
the original Full Fifteen! This is a big
Aussie family indeed – especially
with the FREE magnum.

McPherson Family Mix
South Eastern Australia.
£119.88 £99.99 12 btls + magnum M10243
Equivalent to £8.34 a bottle

SAVE £19

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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AUSTRALIA

Australia’s

HEARTY REDS
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Black Stump’s
Alan Kennett
knows a thing
or two about
standing out
from the crowd
– his red is our
No.1 Aussie
of all time

Flavour-packed Aussie Reds from
favourite winemakers Down Under
– from JUST £7.99 a bottle
What makes these Oz reds stand
out from the crowd? They’re just so
full of personality – like the qualityobsessed winemakers behind them.

David Joeky’s oaky Dark Corner Shiraz
Durif is a real labour of love and new Full
Fifteen maestro Jo Nash has made sure
this big red star is as bold as ever.

Sam Trimboli’s Yarrunga Field is
packed with spiced cherry flavours while
his mighty Black Duck takes the Durif
grape to new levels of brambly richness.

Brass Monkey is as big and generous as
its maker, Toby Wanklyn. Completing the
case is juicy, vanilla-scented Black Stump
from Alan Kennett. Cheers all!

Crisp Oz Whites
Delicious Aussie whites with the
perfect balance of ripe fruit and
crisp freshness. Zesty Ashleigh
Sauvignon Blanc from premium
Western Australia leads the way,
alongside a full-bodied Semillon
blend, a subtly oaked Chardonnay
and three smash-hit bestsellers.
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FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

Oz Heroes
£125.88
£62.94

£107.88
£53.94

12 btls
6 btls

Equivalent to £8.99 a btl

M3433103
X3433103

SAVE up to £18

Oz Heroes Bulk Deal + FREE DELIVERY
£251.76

£191.76

24 btls M3433103 x2

Equivalent to £7.99 a btl

SAVE up to £60

Crisp Australian Whites
£124.88
£62.44

£107.88
£53.94

12 btls
6 btls

Equivalent to £8.99 a btl

M3345201
X3345201

SAVE up to £17

Crisp Australian Whites
Bulk Deal + FREE DELIVERY
£249.76

£191.76

24 btls M3345201 x2

Equivalent to £7.99 a btl

SAVE up to £58

SOUTH AFRICA

The absolute Bees Knees
Star white causing a 5-star buzz – with
a special new edition for Christmas

Bees Knees has quietly been charming
more and more customers with every
new vintage. Fresh-off-the-boat 2018
is the best yet ... and just £7.99 a bottle.
Crisp South African Chenin Blanc gives,
in the words of TV’s Mr Wine, Oz Clarke,
“a lush mellow core of peach, pear and honey,
nipped at by lemon acidity.”
And, as Oz explains: “Bees Knees goes one
step further to guarantee you won’t be able
to resist this thirst quencher – they’ve added
some lush, exotic, sultry Viognier.”

SAVE
up to

£42
NEW
VINTAGE

This will fly. Catch the refreshing
new vintage Bees Knees right now.

LUXURY
LIMITED
EDITION

Bees Knees Chenin Viognier 2018
Western Cape WO , South Africa.
12% Vol. To 2022.
£131.88
£65.94

£95.88
£47.94

12 btls
6 btls

C05113
B05213

From £10.49 £7.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £36

And introducing luxurious,
brand new Queen Bee …
Treat yourself to the reserve edition
of Bees Knees – Queen Bee. She gets the
absolute pick of the finest Viognier grapes
– which is enriched by a drop of the estate’s
richest barrel-aged Chardonnay.
Look forward to honeysuckle and stone
fruit aromas, mouthfilling peach and
nectarine flavours and toasty oak notes
that linger long on the finish.

Queen Bee Viognier 2018
Western Cape WO , South Africa.
12.5% Vol. To 2020.
£131.88
£77.94

£107.88
£53.94

12 btls
6 btls

From £12.99 £8.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £24

Make a bee-line for this great festive duo

C05115
B05215

Bees Knees is the perfect apéritif while
Queen Bee is a great dinner table choice.
With six bottles of each, this case will
come in very handy over Christmas.

Queen Bee and Bees Knees Mix
£143.88

£101.88

12 btls

Equivalent to £8.49 a btl

M10292

SAVE £42

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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ARGENTINA

Presenting Argentina’s

LAST ORDERS!
World champion
of champions …
SAVE £36 on a bin-end case
of The Waxed Bat Reserve

FINAL

500
CASES

Out of 17,000 contenders, tasted by a
panel of Masters of Wine, Sommeliers
and top experts, there was just one BIG
winner – The Waxed Bat Reserve
… world champion of champions.

Waxed Bat Reserve Cabernet Malbec 2016
Mendoza, Argentina. 13.5% Vol. To 2024.
£167.88
£83.94

Why you must not miss this –

95

(Decanter World Wine Awards).

Last bottles – just £13.99 £10.99!

Great Malbecs of Argentina
Delicious expressions of Argentina’s most celebrated grape,
starting with Opi Sadler’s brambly signature release, super-ripe
Arquero and the richer, darker, more velvety Inca Tree.
Your other wines show how well Malbec works in blends,
including magnificent barrel-aged Forefather Gran Selección.
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C05034
B05043

2017

“Lots of sumptuous red fruit on nose. Big
and bold, with a good fresh finish and
chocolatey plum fruit, cassis, tobacco,
liquorice and well-integrated oak.”

Equivalent to £9.99 a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

a bottle
SAVE up to £36

What the experts loved about it …

£119.88
£59.94

£131.88
£65.94

From £13.99 £10.99

First, Opi Sadler’s pride and joy red won
Gold. Then it beat other Gold medallists
to Platinum. Finally, it outclassed the
other Platinum winners to win Best in
Show – world champion at the Decanter
World Wine Awards, the wine Oscars!

£145.88
£72.94

No wonder Opi is beaming – Gold, Platinum
and Best in Show for his Waxed Bat Reserve

12 btls
6 btls

M10226
X10116

SAVE up to £26

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

World Champion Reds

ARGENTINA

25%
OFF

Hervé and Diana
raise a glass to
their best friends
in the UK

Plus three Trophy stars from Argentina’s aristocrats

Best on the planet!

T

91
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2017

95

BEST IN
CATEGORY

A Best-in-Show Platinum
award at the Decanter World
Wine awards makes
Hervé’s Cabernet Franc
– the favoured grape of
legendary St-Emilion,
Cheval Blanc – the best
on the planet. The wine
spends a year in new
oak to soften the dense,
spiced black fruit to
smooth perfection. Ripe,
succulent and structured.

T
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2017
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Magnificent Malbec
Hervé was lured to
Argentina by the discovery
of ancient Malbec vines
in remote Patagonia.
Just taste the wine they
produce! Layer upon layer
of ripe plum, damson and
blackcurrant flavours and
a rich seam of oak thanks
to a year in new barrels.
If you like Malbec, you
must treat yourself to this
velvet star.
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Cabernet Sauvignon is the
world’s most regal grape
– and it gets true royal
treatment in the hands
of master winemaker
Hervé. That included 12
months’ maturation in
finest barrels, which added
toasty oak notes and extra
complexity to Cabernet’s
classic black fruit flavours
and fine tannins. Perfect
with tender roast beef.

Atkin 201
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Tim

Opulent Cabernet

17

Hervé and Diane Fabre are winemaking aristocracy. Born and bred in Bordeaux,
they brought impeccable Cru Classé standards with them when they moved to
Argentina 25 years ago and the awards followed – Trophies and Gold medals galore.
Now you are invited to take the pick of their cellar … at a celebratory 25% OFF.

CH

Luxury reds from the
winery with more top
gongs than any other

points
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H J. Fabre Reservado Cabernet
Sauvignon 2015

Fabre Montmayou Reservado
Cabernet Franc 2015

H J. Fabre Barrel Selection
Malbec 2015

Mendoza, Argentina.14% Vol. To 2021.

Mendoza, Argentina. 14% Vol. To 2021.

Patagonia, Argentina. 14% Vol. To 2020.

£191.88
£95.94

£143.88
£71.94

12 btls
6 btls

From £15.99 £11.99 a btl

C05071
B05108

SAVE up to £48

£191.88
£95.94

£143.88
£71.94

12 btls
6 btls

From £15.99 £11.99 a btl

C05072
B05109

SAVE up to £48

£191.88
£95.94

£143.88
£71.94

12 btls
6 btls

From £15.99 £11.99 a btl

C05070
B05110

SAVE up to £48

Why not try all three of these stars in a trio showcase: 1 of each bottle £47.97 £35.97 only £11.99 a bottle J10012

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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“My first big lesson in how to buy wine”
Take a trip down memory lane with this excerpt from Tony’s memoirs, published next
April to celebrate 50 years since he brought those first few cases of claret back to
Britain. We join the story with our hero taking on the noble job of ... bottle washing!

Poli. There were also two small,
dark-haired, pretty young sisters
who, alas, found me utterly hilarious
and unbelievably stupid as I was
incapable of stringing more than
two French words together. The
banter around me was continuous
and witty, I think. I just couldn’t
understand it. But by God, I wanted
to. The little sisters succeeded where
my teacher ‘Froggie’ Croker had
failed ... they made me desperate
to learn French.

Revisiting my first job in wine ... as a bottle washer
at the co-operative in Lussac Saint-Emilion right

But at least there was the wine.
There were a hundred taps in the
immediate vicinity and only a few –
those painted red – dispensed water.
“The first Laithwaite started in the
wine business as a stagiaire with
the not very romantic – but quite
key, I felt – job of washing bottles.
From the moment I stepped
inside the cavernous, concrete
co-operative I was hooked. Wine
co-ops mostly began during the
Depression years after the First
World War and were built of
reinforced concrete, brutalist style.
Inside they resembled old-fashioned
prisons like the one in ‘Porridge’.
The prison cells though, were cuves
and contained wine, not felons.
So the doors were much smaller.
A person could still get through
those doors if they were small
and prepared to enter head-first
and horizontally. They went in –
someone has to – when the vat is
emptied, to shovel out the sediment
60

which drops out of a wine after it
ferments and begins to settle.
My ‘minder’ at the co-op was
Serge, a small, wiry, and very kind
man, who did this job. It was the
work I immediately yearned to do.
You will know how pleasant it is
to inhale the aromas in the bowl
of a glass of wine. Imagine then,
climbing into a damp, dripping
tank only just emptied of lovely
wine. Pungent? The aromas are,
quite literally, mind-blowing. You
reel. Very happy work if you can get
it. Alas, I was stuck on the bottling
line instead, and became a robot.
I stood beside the small line, on
which I placed the cleaned, empty
bottles. That is all I did hour after
hour after hour, day after day with
little Monsieur Ferrere, Marcel hair
en brosse, and ancient Monsieur

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

The bottling machine broke down
fairly frequently; it was a primitive
machine. However, if it didn’t break
of its own accord, Marcel knew how
to make it break, because Marcel
regularly needed to light up one
of the horrible brown cigarettes
that were perpetually glued to his
protruding lower lip. And he needed
a drink. Marcel had ‘un penchant
pour la bouteille’, he was a lover
of ‘la picole’; ‘un arsouille’, in fact.
Actually we would all have a
drink. France doesn’t do tea breaks.
But every mec needs something to
make the monotony bearable. So
I began my career as a wine taster.
As time went on I began to be
more discriminating ... stopped
drinking straight from the tap and
used a glass. This was the grimy
wine glass Marcel kept hidden

Four of the best ... special
tanks that beat everything
else in the cellar ...

2017
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They would run the risk of being apprehended
by Monsieur Lafaye just to get to one particular
wine. But Lafaye had only one eye; so you just had
to stay on his left.

£9.99

£8.99
a bottle

This helped me understand
something that has been invaluable
to me; tanks of wine may all look
the same, barrels may all look the
same ... but they’re not. Not at all.

To make the commercial
quantities required by Big Retail
today, many different wines must
be blended together. The bigger
the volume needed the more wines
must be blended; the delicious with
– inevitably – the less delicious. So
don’t ever buy big blends was what I

When I did launch my wine
importing business four years
later I started with a wine from
that same co-operative. But I didn’t
launch with their standard blend,
I checked with Marcel which
tank was currently the favourite.
“Never just buy what you’re
offered; taste the whole cellar
first ... then choose,” has been
our exhaustingly pleasant modus
operandi ever since.
To this day whenever I walk into
the cool, echoey darkness of any
traditional winery, smell that smell
of wine and wood, and hear those
sounds, the tock-tock-tock of the
pump, the clink of bottles, all the
clatterings and swooshings, my
heart still surges a little.”

Marcelin ‘Cuvée 1907’ Chardonnay 2016
Pays d’Oc IGP, France. 12.5% Vol. To 2019.

You should have seen the villagers celebrate
when their juicy, buttery Chardonnay
scooped Gold ahead of big names. A special
cuvée named after a crusader for quality.
£119.88
£59.94

£107.88
£53.94

12 btls
6 btls

C05181
B05282
£9.99

£8.99
a bottle

El Bombero 2017

Cariñena DO, Spain. 15% Vol. To 2021.
Young Carmen is quite something – she
marshalls 270 tiny growers and here’s the
cream of the crop ... rich, plummy Garnacha
made superbly smooth by a full 15%.
£119.88
£59.94

£107.88
£53.94

12 btls
6 btls

C01186
B01223
es vins Ly
sd
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Wine isn’t made by a machine.
It comes, via grapes, out of the
earth and every little patch of earth
is a unique mix of soil and rock,
and that makes grapes – and wine
– vary accordingly. Even cloned
vines vary, and so far no-one has
managed to clone a grape grower.
Growers all work in different ways,
on different days. Result is, every
vine produces a slightly different
wine to its neighbour. To most of
us, the difference is not readily
discernible initially but by the time
the wine is in barrels or tanks, the
differences do become discernible.

was given to understand very
early on. Cherry-pick that extraspecial tank or barrel, like we
picked the best tap.

Concou
r

in the tool cupboard. It had lost
its foot and the broken stem was
embedded in a wooden barrel
bung. We all used it. I learned to
discriminate, noticing that the
others didn’t just go to the nearest
tap. They would run the risk of
being apprehended by Monsieur
Lafaye just to get to one particular
wine. But Lafaye had only one eye;
so you just had to stay on his left.

a bottle

Le Prince de Courthézon 2016

Côtes du Rhône, France. 14.5% Vol. To 2019.
This red thinks it’s a Châteauneuf! Same
grape varieties and made at the only co-op
within Châteauneuf itself. But the vines are
just outside the borders ... hence the low price.
£131.88
£65.94

£118.68
£59.34

12 btls
6 btls

C00995
B01024
£12.99

• Tony’s memoirs will be published

in full next April to celebrate 50 years
as a wine merchant.

£10.99

£9.89

£10.99
a bottle

Pillastro Selezione d’Oro 2016
Puglia IGT, Italy. 14% Vol. To 2021.

In sun-drenched southern Italy, growers
bring their ripest grapes to famed Angelo
Maci ... who selects the healthiest bunches
for his chocolatey, fruit-filled gold label.
£155.88
£77.94

£131.88
£65.94

12 btls
6 btls

C05118
B05218

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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BESTSELLING

BLACK

REDS

From

£7.99
a bottle

Stock up to unlock SAVINGS of up to £64

Packed with southern Italian
richness and warmth

62

Much-loved Aussie
blockbuster

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

Epic red from the
Andean foothills

“Black Red” status isn’t earned lightly!
Only the very richest, darkest,
most mouthfillingly flavourpacked will do – the most popular
style in our cellars. And none are
more popular than this super six.
Every one a black-fruited blockbuster.
Like our No.1, The Black Stump, most
re-ordered red, Cabalié, and Aussie
powerhouse, The Full Fifteen.

Deep, dark Durif meets
rich, spicy Shiraz

El Bombero has been Spain’s supercharged star for 30 years, whilst Italy’s
Pillastro and Argentina’s The Waxed
Bat are full-bodied, spicy sensations.
Savvy Black Red fans will already
be eyeing up the two-case deal.
Take two cases and these legendary
Black Reds are yours for JUST £7.99
a bottle … with FREE delivery.
Winter’s cold banished from your
first sip. Time to fill the wine rack.

The ‘Roman wine’ with
Port-like richness

Bestselling Black Reds
£127.88

£107.88

12 btls

M0968401

Equivalent to £8.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £20

Bestselling Black Reds
Two-Case Deal + FREE delivery
£255.76

£191.76

24 btls

M0968401 x2

Equivalent to £7.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £64

Velvety superstar
with 15% power

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Luxury Black Reds
Deliciously dark-as-night reds
with added wow factor!
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Thank you for Pillastro,
Angelo Maci!

Hervé Sabardiel - the
legend behind Cabalié

These luxury reds show what
happens when winemakers go
one step beyond – when achieving
‘Black Red’ status is only the start.
• Black Stump Reserve uses pure
100% silken Shiraz grown in
Australia’s premium Clare Valley.
• You stay in Oz for The Pastor’s
Son, made by a top Barossa Valley
producer. Chocolately and dark.
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The original Pastor’s
Son, Peter Lehmann

★★
★★
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Smiles all round for
Mario’s Corsiero Nero

• Then you’ve Cabalié Cuvée Vieilles
Vignes – a splash of ancient-vine
Carignan adds even more weighty
black fruits to the original bestseller.
• ‘Gold edition’ Pillastro enjoys a
patient slumber in fine oak for extra
layers of sumptuous spice.
• The Nero di Troia grape gives
Corsiero Nero its unctuous richness.
And only the oldest-vine fruit is used
for Purosangue – the ‘step up’ edition.

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

• In Argentina, altitude is a grape’s best
friend. And Opi Sadler only picks
from the highest sites for his deeply
plummy Malbec Reserve.
Add these 6 bottles to any other dozen
to unlock the best price – just £9.99 a
bottle. Then sit back and enjoy glass
after glass of stonkingly rich flavours.

Add-on Luxury Black Reds
£84.44

£59.94

6 btls

X3428301

Equivalent to £9.99

a bottle SAVE £24.50
When added to any other 12 bottles

Alternatively, order on its own for £65.94 –
Equivalent to £10.99 a bottle

OUT WITH A BANG!
Power-blast-from-the-past at a special
‘goodbye’ price – FINAL 300 CASES
It’s only fitting that we give the last cases of the ripest,
most deliciously intense Black Red to come out of
Portugal this year a proper send off.

SAVE
up to

Because Baía de Tróia inspired so much love with its
luxurious richness that 5-star online customer reviews
like “heavenly”, “luscious” and “superb” were typical.

£36

But who knows when you’ll see it again. You see, it’s
only made in the very best and hottest years – the special project
of multi Gold medal-winning winemaker Leonor Freitas.
In summer, 300 hours of sunlight turbo-charge Leonor’s
ancient vineyards, which were first planted here back in the
1st century AD by the Romans! With such incredible levels of
ripeness, Baía de Tróia is an immense red – all plums and red
berries given dark chocolate and toasty notes after oak ageing.
And today 12 bottles are yours with a ‘last hurrah’ £36 saving.

Unique single vineyard – first
planted by the Romans

Finishing school – the
award-winning barrel hall

Portugal’s first lady of wine –
Leonor Freitas

Baía de Tróia Castelão 2017
Vinho Regional Península de Setúbal, Portugal.15.5% Vol. To 2023.
£155.88
£77.94

£119.88
£59.94
From £12.99 £9.99 a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

C05066
B05095

SAVE up to £36

Flavour-packed reds
Our most epic reds – with flavour intensity and pure drinking
pleasure dialled up to 15% smooth power. Joining Baía de Tróia
are two Aussie belters, a super-ripe South African Cabernet,
a fruit-bomb from Portugal and a spicy beast from Spain.
£147.88

£119.88
Equivalent to £9.99

12 btls

a bottle

M3313201

SAVE £28

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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“You can’t beat a good wine advisor …”
A quarter of our customers are getting the best
possible deal from The Club ... and you can join
them for free.
Imagine having a buddy behind the scenes:
•

Ferreting out the best deals for you

•

Letting you know when your favourites are on offer

•

Recommending bottles for that special occasion

•

Making sure you’re front of the queue for new
releases that would be right up your street

You can stick with the same personal wine advisor
if you’d like, so they can get to know your tastes and
look after you better. What’s more, you can speak to
your personal wine advisor by phone or over email –
whatever you prefer.

“I started our team of wine advisors two
decades ago, trying to share the fun, personal
service we’d given in our first shop ... only by
phone. Customers love the tailored advice, like
having a friend who works at The Club.”
Tony Laithwaite (Club co-founder)
Call us on

03330 142 768 or email

wineadvisors@sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk
Mon to Fri 8:30am–7:30pm, Sat 9am–6pm, Sun 10am–4pm

We’re at your service and definitely worth a try.
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Call the team on 03330 142 768 or email wineadvisors@sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk

USA

Code RED from the Golden State!

CALIFORNIA
CONFIDENTIAL
Did you know that 95% of the best Californian
Zinfandel never leaves the US? So this is a rare treat –
with a MASSIVE SAVING too.
Unfortunately Limited Release Zinfandel is also in strictly
hush-hush, no-questions-asked territory. Much as we’d love to
tell you all about the acclaimed winery behind it, we can’t.

33%
OFF

What we can say is this is exactly why so many of you love
California’s local star. Zinfandel delivers stunningly smooth,
ripe flavours of plum, cherry and raspberry – laced with vanilla,
spice and wood smoke too.
Our US buyer simply happened to be in the right place at the
right time. We can say no more than that. Other than that the
guys behind this wine make some of the most respected and
acclaimed brands in the Golden State.
They just needed to shift a shipment fast and were happy
to ‘fire sale’ at 33% OFF – as long as it wasn’t on their
doorstep. Just £12.99 £8.66 a bottle would
damage their reputation!

Limited Release Zinfandel 2017
California, United States. 14.5% Vol. To 2022.
£103.92
£51.96

12 btls
6 btls

C05090
B05197

From £12.99 £8.66

a bottle
SAVE up to £51

California’s Top Rated
91
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£155.88
£77.94

Here are three US gems getting the customer 5-star thumbs up.
“Fantastic big juicy red” is the verdict on Saints & Zinners Zinfandel.
“Outrageously delicious” is just one of the customer reviews for Old
Vine Zinfandel, Black Saint Peter. And Purple Owl is a smooth-assilk Pinot Noir – all vibrant black cherry and ripe raspberry fruit.
£90.94

£77.94
Equivalent to £12.99 a bottle

6 btls

X10182

SAVE £13

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Your red grape heroes

£8.34
a bottle
Magnificent Malbec

Mighty, meaty, mouthfilling Malbec is
the success story of the 21st Century,
and the red grape is made for steak. Its
modern heartland is Argentina, where
dense, plump, purple-fruited beauties
like Arquero and Opi Sadler’s are made,
but their neighbours in Chile are now

every bit as tasty, as proven by El Chango
and Viña Tarapacá. Venta Vieja is a
warming, damson-flavoured gem from
a top Rioja winemaker, whilst Cuvée
757 is from Malbec’s spiritual home of
Cahors in France; a wild, black-in-theglass delight.

Topside, ribeye, fillet, sirloin – whatever your
cut of beef this Christmas, make sure you
have a top-notch Malbec to go with it!

£121.88
£60.94

£99.99
£49.99

Equivalent to £8.34 a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

M10232
X10125

SAVE up to £21

Flavour-packed Cabernet
For something a little more traditional for
your roasts, pick the blackcurrant, cassisrich king of grapes. Starting with two
intense Aussies, laden with spice, a pair
of generously ripe, fruity Spaniards and
a juicy black fruit classic from Chile.
£110.48
£55.24

£95.88
£47.94
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Equivalent to £7.99 a bottle

SAVE up to £14

A dozen silky, perfumed Pinot Noirs,
tailor-made for your Christmas turkey
or goose. From elegant Burgundy to
a pair of strawberry-scented French
charmers, as well as three darker-fruited
treats from around the world.
£119.88
£59.94

Equivalent to £9.99 a bottle

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

M10233
X10126

Classic Pinot Noir

£146.88
£73.44
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12 btls
6 btls

12 btls
6 btls

M10302
X10184

SAVE up to £27

Merlot
£7.99
a bottle
Satin-smooth Merlot

Merlot’s the crowd-pleaser. The easysipping, super-juicy red that you can pour
for anyone, and with anything. That’s
especially true with this mix of proven
favourites. The Patriots is the top Merlot
in the cellars; awash with plums and
damsons. You’ll find just as much of that

fruit in fellow-Chilean Don Cayetano
and new find Plum Valley. Sandriano is
warmly ripe and moreishly blackcurranty,
whilst Ginestières brings layers of French
bistro class. Finally you’ve a turbocharged Aussie. Just the case for when
you’re not sure what to serve.

Smooth operator! Merlot’s soft, plummy
fruit flavours makes it a great partner for
mushroom wellington or a rich nut roast

£110.88
£55.44

£95.88
£47.94

Equivalent to £7.99 a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

M10234
X10127

SAVE up to £15
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£7.99
a bottle
Full-throttle Shiraz

The mere name “Shiraz” on a label is a
guarantee of the darkest, richest, spiciest
reds – crying out for a good plate of red
meat. This dozen features some of the
heartiest in the cellars. You start with
a trio of Aussies; cassis-rich Yarrunga
Field, super-concentrated blockbuster,

Willy Willy, and the fruit-charged
Brass Monkey, from higher altitude sites.
Then there’s Portugal’s mouthfilling
Brigando, mouthwateringly peppery
The Monastery and inside-tip
Hacienda de Lluna, all smoky raspberry
and cherry flavours from sunny Spain.

Rioja is often the classic pick for roast lamb
but Shiraz is a great match too, with its spicy,
bramble fruit – just the thing for grilled cutlets

£112.88
£56.94

£95.88
£47.94

Equivalent to £7.99 a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

M10231
X10124

SAVE up to £17

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Favourite white grapes
£10.99
a bottle

Fine German Riesling

For fattier, more gamey white meats like
duck and goose, reach for the Riesling!
These wines have cult followings
among critics and customers. They’re
all drier styles with amazing purity
of flavour. Leading the way is Oliver
Zeter, voted Discovery of the Year by

Germany’s influential Wein magazine.
The 18th century Naegele estate has
earned rave online reviews for its intense,
lime-scented white. The Rhine Valley
offers three super-fresh treats. Finally,
there’s My Karp from the Mosel –
gently off-dry, fresh and very classy.

Ro
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Roasted goose is every bit as festive as
turkey – and a lightly chilled German Riesling
is more than a match for its gamier flavours

£160.88
£80.44

£131.88
£65.94

12 btls
6 btls

Equivalent to £10.99 a bottle

M10230
X10120

SAVE up to £29

Crisp Chenin Blancs

For fish and chips, salt and pepper
squid, oven-baked cheeses and sushi,
call out the Chenin. This crisp, fresh
and zesty white hails from the Loire
but thrives in South Africa. It makes a
lovely alternative to Chardonnay too.
£119.88
£59.94

£99.99
£49.99

Equivalent to £8.34 a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

M10238
X10123

SAVE up to £19

Golden Chardonnay

Versatile, delicious and absolutely spot
on for all white meats and fish in sauces.
From rich and oaky like Australia’s
Full Fifteen, crisp and elegant style of
Campanula … to creamy peach and
tropical, like Chile’s Don Cayetano.
£112.88
£56.44

£95.88
£47.94

Equivalent to £7.99 a bottle
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FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

12 btls
6 btls

M10237
X10121

SAVE up to £17

£7.99
a bottle

Dazzling Sauvignon Blancs
These mouthwatering whites guarantee
you full-on Christmas refreshment.
Each can be enjoyed solo – or with
seafood, hot and cold cuts and bubble
and squeak! New Zealand’s intensely
aromatic Sunday Bay leads the way along
with South Africa’s Halfway Sauvignon

and Chile’s top-selling Don Cayetano.
Lime-scented La Fontana Vecchia
comes from a cellar that supplies one
of Europe’s oldest monarchies. The case
is completed by Wine of the Year, Chain
of Stones, and lemony Casa Bataneros
from Spain’s Winery of the Year.

For when you can’t face another turkey
sandwich … grilled salmon – and a super
fresh Sauvignon to pep up the tastebuds

£117.88
£58.94

£95.88
£47.94

Equivalent to £7.99 a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

M10235
X10133

SAVE up to £22

£7.99
a bottle

Pure Pinot Grigio

Crowd-pleasing Pinot Grigio is a must
at Christmas. So fresh, pure and easy to
drink, it’s the perfect party white – and
can be served with all manner of nibbles.
You can’t help but be bowled over by
these charmers, starting with all-time
bestseller, Campanula. It’s joined by two

versatile stars in refreshing Cittadella
and super-stylish Paris Street. Think
Pinot Grigio and you’ll probably think
Italy – and a cool, crisp glassful like Il
Papavero. Two new arrivals bursting with
orchard fruit flavours complete the lineup. Fill the fridge and send out the invites!

When you’re in the thick of the canapé season,
there is one great value party white you need
on permanent standby – Pinot Grigio

£113.88
£56.94

£95.88
£47.94

Equivalent to £7.99 a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

M10236
X10122

SAVE up to £18

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Festive

FRIDGE
FILLERS

Here’s a case that does exactly
what it says on the tin, so to speak!
A glance at the labels on these
delicious whites gives you every
flavour hint you need.

SAVE

£16

For zingy, zesty citrus, you just can’t
beat France’s lemon-laced Citronnier or
the sun-kissed tang of Spain’s Lime Leaf,
made from Sauvignon-rival, Verdelho.
The Gooseberry Bush’s supercharged,
lipsmacking flavours have earned it
permanent status in the top tiers
of our white wine sales charts.
Finally, Peach Stone brings
the soft stone fruit and laidback easy-drinking of long
Sicilian afternoons.
All that fruit flavour ... and
still only £7.99 a bottle.

Fridge Favourites
In the mix: The Gooseberry Bush x3;
Peach Stone x3; Le Citronnier Colombard
x3; Lime Leaf x3.

£112.38

£95.88 12 btls

Eqivalent to £7.99

M0408501

a bottle

SAVE £16

The Gooseberry Bush 2018

Peach Stone Bianco 2017

Le Citronnier 2017

Lime Leaf Verdejo 2017

The Gooseberry Bush lands with
a big splash of the tangiest citrus.
A mouthful of fruit plucked
straight from the orchards of the
Cape. A constant bestseller.

All you see for miles and miles
along the Sicilian coast are
trees brimming with the ripest,
juiciest fruit. Just what you’ll
taste in every mouthful of this.

The smartest tip for superrefreshing value in France is the
Côtes de Gascogne. There you
enjoy gulps of lemon and lime
flavour at utterly superb prices.

Verdejo is one of Spain’s best
kept (and tastiest) secrets. A
Sauvignon rival that’s just as
mouthwatering ... but made in
rare, tiny quantities. Load up!

£113.88 £101.88 12 btls C00200
£56.94 £50.94 6 btls B00197

£107.88 £95.88 12 btls C05190
£53.94 £47.94 6 btls B05286

£119.88 £107.88 12 btls C05191
£59.94 £53.94 6 btls B05285

£107.88 £95.88 12 btls C00148
£53.94 £47.94 6 btls B00135

Robertson WO, South Africa.
11.5% Vol. To 2021.

Equivalent to £8.49

a bottle
SAVE up to £12
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Terre Siciliane IGT, Italy.
12% Vol. To 2022.

Equivalent to £7.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £12

Cotes de Gascogne IGP, France.
11.5% Vol. To 2021.

Equivalent to £8.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £12

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

Terre Siciliane IGT, Italy.
12.5% Vol. To 2022.

Equivalent to £7.99

a bottle
SAVE up to £12

Aromatic Christmas Whites
Fresh white Garnacha – the
perfect pick me up for Christmas

Argentina’s aromatic superstar
from top-of-the-world vineyards

We all get tired tastebuds after rich hearty
Christmas food. That’s when you pop
open a cold bottle of this beautifully crisp,
lemon-fresh find from the foothills of the
Pyrenees. An aromatic classic that’ll liven
up proceedings in no time at all.

Wow! The grapefruit, lemon and floral
aromas positively leap from a glass of
this amazing Torrontes. It comes from
3,000m up in Argentina’s Salta region
where vines are bathed in sunshine and
refreshed by pure Andean snowmelt.

Flor de San Martin Garnacha Blanca 2017

Alma Andina Torrontes 2017

Navarra DO, Spain.13% Vol. To 2022.
£89.88
12 btls
C00202
£107.88
£44.94
6 btls
B00198
£53.94

Salta, Argentina. 12.5% Vol. To 2021.
12 btls
C05171
£119.88 £107.88
6 btls
B05258
£59.94 £53.94

From £8.99 £7.49 a bottle
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£8.99
a bottle

From £9.99 £8.99 a bottle

SAVE up to £12

Bordeaux’s mouthwatering great
rarity – Sauvignon Gris

Crisp, racy exclusive from
the ‘Venice of southern France’

Dazzle your Christmas guests with
Sauvignon Gris from a multi awardwinning Bordeaux estate. It’s every bit
as fresh as its namesake, but has a
touch of spice and a little more
richness. Extremely aromatic too.

Until recently Picpoul was unheard of
beyond canal-strewn Sète and the small
towns that line the Thau lagoon. Then,
boom! It’s in every smart restaurant. At
big prices too. This one offers subtle
orchard fruit flavours and great value.

Château Le Coin 2017

Les Hauts de Morin-Langaran 2017

Bordeaux AOC, France. 13% Vol. To 2021.
£118.68
12 btls
C00157
£131.88
£59.34
6 btls
B00145
£65.94

£137.88 £124.08
£68.94 £62.04

From £10.99 £9.89 a bottle

Eqivalent to

SAVE up to £18

Picpoul de Pinet AOP. 13.5% Vol. To 2021.

SAVE up to £13

12 btls
6 btls

From £11.49 £10.34 a bottle

C00190
B00184

SAVE up to £13

Aromatic Christmas
Whites Mixed Collection

Can’t make your mind up? Then go for this mixed
collection of wines that’ll please nose and palate.
The best from Spain, Argentina, Bordeaux and
southern France … and a tidy £19 saving too.
£124.38

£107.88

12 btls

Equivalent to £8.99 a bottle

M10294

SAVE £16

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Refreshing Rosé

Every shade of pink in one great-value mixed case
Here’s delicious proof that rosé
comes in a great range of styles
and shades – every one of them
perfect for festive entertaining.

pink from over the border in Portugal
while Budburst will go down a storm
with fans of paler, more delicate styles
of rosé.

Taste why Garnacha is the number
one grape in Spain for rosado with
berry-laden Cherry Orchard. Albarrada
is a deep-coloured, strawberry-scented

Then you have two cracking releases
from Chile in lemon-fresh Riversong
and cassis-scented Don Cayetano.
A real fruit-bomb Aussie pink to finish

Essential Rosé Mix
£105.88
£52.94

£89.88
£44.94

12 btls
6 btls

M3435102
X3435102

Equivalent to £7.49

a bottle
SAVE up to £16

Pink, sweet orginal ‘Zin’

Provence maestro’s pink

“This lovely pink has been our smash hit
of the year. Perfect for sharing. All my
friends want a case!” (online customer
review). California’s Zinfandel grape
delivers wild strawberry and red cherry
flavours. Irresistibly fresh and fruity.

Owned by the same family for three
centuries, Domaine Pontfract makes
fabulous southern French rosé. This
pale pink classic is bursting with blissful
summer fruit flavours and offers great
value for money.

Petticoat White Zinfandel 2017

Moulin de Pontfract Rosé 2017

California, United States. 11.5% Vol. To 2021.
£107.88
£53.94
From £7.99
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– juicy, brambly The Barbarian from
multi-award-winning Bob Berton.

£95.88
£47.94

a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

C00520
B00345

SAVE up to £12

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

Var IGP, France. 12.5% Vol. To 2021.
£143.88
£71.94
From £9.99

£119.88
£59.94

a bottle

12 btls
6 btls

C00525
B00351

SAVE up to £24
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Great Provence rosé is a lovely
treat all year round – especially
during the Christmas party
season. These great selections give
you plenty of luxurious choices ...

Strawberry-scented Moulin de
Pontfract – where owner Monsieur Paul
has overseen every vintage since the
war– and gently spicy Domaine du Mas
Ensoleillé complete a classy line-up.

You won’t find anyone else with Monsieur
Paul’s rosé experience ... over 70 vintages!

Provence Rosé Mix
£151.88

£119.88

12 btls

Equivalent to £9.99

a bottle
SAVE £32

M10287

lard 2018
ail

A showcase of the world’s most sophisticated rosé

Nothing says decadent celebration
like a glassful of Roche Bellemont. It
has delicate onion skin colour, subtle
lemon and raspberry flavours with
a clean, refreshing finish – and is
presented in a stylish bottle.

£32
Gilbert et G
ns

Paris 2017
de

ncours Gen
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era

SAVE

20% off a fine
rosé magnum
Delicious pink
inspired by the
exclusive beach clubs
on the French Riviera.
Subtle peach and
nectarine flavours,
a twist of spice and
a cool, refreshing
finish. And all the
more stylish when
served from this
lovely magnum.

Private Beach 2017 Magnum
Vin de France. 11.5% Vol. To 2023.
£19.99

£15.99 1 magnum

3414717

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Must-have mixes

3 bottles of No.1
Kiwi Sauvignon Blanc

Keep your wine rack topped up for the festive
season with easy-drinking classics from £6.49

BETTER THAN

HALF

PRICE
see back cover
for offer details

The Essentials
Fruity reds and crisp whites you can
reach for any day of the week. At this time
of the year you should never be without
a good, reliable bottle to hand. This
selection makes sure you’re well covered!
Each 12-bottle case JUST £77.88
Mixed Case
Reds Case
Whites Case

£94.88
£93.88
£95.88

M3434402
M3434502
M3434602

Equivalent to £6.49 a bottle

SAVE up to £18

Best of Chile
Year after year, Chile produces the goods,
with juicy reds and refreshing whites
that offer sheer drinking pleasure. Case
in point: smooth Patriot’s Merlot and
tropical Don Cayetano Chardonnay. Just
two of the gems you’ll find in this mix.

South African Treats
Hearty reds and ocean-cooled whites are
South Africa’s speciality, and just what’s in
this case. Great value too, with wines like
zesty bestseller The Gooseberry Bush and
powerhouse Comeback King Cabernet
for just £7.99 a bottle.

Italy top to toe
This shows why Italy is known as ‘the
land of a thousand flavours’. First are the
cherry fruits of bestseller Il Papavero,
followed by its citrus-drenched Pinot
Grigio sibling and the raisiny richness
of southern Italy’s Pillastro.
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FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

Each 12-bottle case JUST £95.88
Mixed Case
Reds Case
Whites Case

£113.88
£111.88
£115.88

M3434702
M3434802
M3434902

Equivalent to £7.99 a bottle

SAVE up to £20

Each 12-bottle case JUST £95.88
Mixed Case
Reds Case
Whites Case

£117.88
£119.88
£115.88

M10239
M10240
M3435001

Equivalent to £7.99 a bottle

SAVE up to £24

Each 12-bottle case JUST £99.99
Mixed Case
Reds Case
Whites Case

£121.88
£119.88
£123.88

Equivalent to £8.34 a bottle

SAVE up to £23

M10299
M10300
M10301

Ultimate Party Collections
Party Whites + FREE bestselling French Sauvignon
SAVE

£17

92
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+ FREE

Abbesse Sauvignon Blanc
(normally £9.99) with the
Party Whites case
Free bottle offer is strictly limited to one per
customer with orders of 12-bottle Party Whites
Case on P77 of the November catalogue and
is subject to limited stocks. Offer valid until
23:59 on 28 November 2018 or while stocks
last. No alternative will be offered. Bottle is
automatically added to qualifying orders. See
inside back cover for full terms and conditions.

Party Whites + FREE Sauvignon Blanc
Proven crowdpleasers certain to make hosting a doddle. 92-point Pinot Grigio,
“sunshine-in-a-glass” Aussie and more. Plus a FREE bottle of our top French Sauvignon.

£117.88

Party Reds + FREE chart-topping Black Red

+ FREE
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£99.99

12 btls

M3434202

Equivalent to £8.34 a bottle

The Waxed Bat
(normally £10.99) with
the Party Reds case
Free bottle offer is strictly limited to one per
customer with orders of 12-bottle Party Reds
Case on P77 of the November catalogue and is
subject to limited stocks. Offer valid until 23:59
on 28 November 2018 or while stocks last. No
alternative will be offered. Bottle is automatically
added to qualifying orders. See inside back
cover for full terms and conditions.

Pro

Party Reds + FREE The Waxed Bat
£99.99

Satisfied guests guaranteed with this all-star lineup of juicy, fruit-filled reds. Rioja-rivals,
Portuguese blockbusters and more. Plus a FREE bottle of Argentinian ‘The Waxed Bat’.

£115.88

The Craft Beer Party Collection
+3 FREE bottles of our top selling lager

FREE

Equivalent to £8.34 a bottle

NEW
LOOK

Three 50cl bottles of
Primátor Premium
Lager (normally £2.25
each) with the Party
Craft Beers case.
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Free bottles offer is strictly limited to three bottles per customer with orders of
12-bottle Party Beers Case on P77 of the November catalogue and is subject
to limited stocks. Offer valid until 23:59 on 28 November 2018 or while
stocks last. No alternative will be offered. Bottles are automatically added to
qualifying orders. See inside back cover for full terms and conditions.

Three FREE bottles of the official World’s Best Lager come with this case of beer-lover’s
essentials. With IPA, Golden Ale, Pilsner and more, you’re set to cater to every taste!

Craft Beer Party Collection + 3 Free Beers
£25

12 beers

M00006

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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“My top party picks!”

Tom Laithwaite presents his favourite celebration wines

Yes, the Aussies do jaw-dropping
Sauvignon too! This one’s a belter

The ultimate crowd-pleaser ...
from the man who loves to please!

£9.99

£8.99
a bottle

Ask me to point at a wine I can
guarantee everyone will love and it’ll be
this. Not just because it’s a drop-dead
gorgeous Italian Pinot Grigio bursting
with white peach, but because ‘Scipi’
Giuliani has a proven track-record for
wines that become instant smash-hits
with our customers.

£15.99

£8.99
a bottle

Cleanskin Sauvignon Blanc 2017

Il Papavero Pinot Grigio 2017

£12.99

£10.99
a bottle

For the freshest, most lip-smackingly
dazzling whites in all Australia, make a
beeline for Adelaide Hills – the first and
last word in Aussie Sauvignon. And this
one’s from what has to be the region’s
top winery. If I could name them, you’d
see just how crazy £8.99 a bottle really
is. My simple advice: buy, buy, buy!

Terre Siciliane IGT, Italy. 12% Vol. To 2021.
12 btls
C00187
£119.88 £107.88
6 btls
B00180
£59.94 £53.94

Adelaide Hills, Australia. 11.5% Vol. To 2020.
C00217
£191.88 £107.88 12 btls
£53.94
6 btls
B00215
£95.94

SAVE up to £12

SAVE up to £84

Not just for Sundays ... the Kiwi
Sauvignon so good it’s your No.1

When just any old Prosecco won’t
do – top winemaker’s luxury fizz

You and I know that anything with
“New Zealand Sauvignon” on the
label is going to go down a storm at
parties. But watch as everyone comes
back for seconds when you pour out
Sunday Bay – flavours like a tidal wave
of tropical fruits, gooseberry tang and
classic grassy freshness.

In a world where every winemaker and
their dog is hopping on the Prosecco
bandwagon, avoiding the bulk, boring
stuff can be tricky. Which is why you
can trust in Alessandro – a local grower
who knows the Prosecco region like the
back of his hand. Get this excellent fizz
chilled down for maximum enjoyment.

£13.99

£10.99
a bottle

Sunday Bay Sauvignon Blanc 2018

Alessandro Gallici Prosecco NV

Marlborough, NZ. 12.5% Vol. To 2022.
12 btls
C00211
£155.88 £131.88
6 btls
B00211
£77.94 £65.94

Prosecco DOC, Italy. 11% Vol. To 2021.
1 bottle
0109317
£13.99 £10.99

SAVE up to £24

SAVE OVER 20%

Dorset Nectar Elderflower Cider

And for a
refreshingly
different
apéritif ...
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Chalkdown Dry Sparkling Cider

Dorset, UK. 3.8% Vol. (50cl)

Hampshire, UK. 8.3% Vol. (75cl)

Load up your glass with ice and crack
open this lively craft cider for offthe-charts refreshment. Oh-so crisp
and lightly sparkling, with a sweet
elderflower cordial twist. Sure to be a
favourite at any party.

Cider lovers are in for a real treat here.
Trophy-winning Chalkdown is made just
like a Champagne – in total it’s 24 months
from picking to bottling. So as well as crisp
apple freshness you’ll enjoy notes of toasty
brioche and fine moussey bubbles.

£2.99

£12.99

1 bottle

3451517

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

1 bottle

3413014

PLUS enticing little extras
Keep your guests talking for hours with four ‘must try’ gems

Smoother than smooth – Chilean
Merlot hits its stride with this gem

£7.99

£6.99
a bottle

£9.99

£8.99
a bottle

And
something
rich for
afters ...

First up, a word on the winery. They’ve
been crowned ‘Chilean Winery of
the Year’ not once ... but three times.
Even their head winemaker boasts a
‘Chilean Producer of the Year’ trophy.
So it beggars belief that I can offer this
to you at £6.99. Especially with all its
deliciously creamy, plummy richness.

Beguiling red from long forgotten
earthquake-stricken vines

£9.99

£10.99
a bottle

What a story to tell your guests! Back
in 1968, the small Sicilian town of
Poggioreale was decimated by an
earthquake, leaving the local vineyards
abandoned when the town was
relocated. The now ancient vines have
been restored, and Tenuta Fenice is the
velvety, dense, richly spiced result.

Don Cayetano Merlot 2017, Valle de

Tenuta Fenice Nero d’Avola 2017

Colchagua, Chile. 13% Vol. To 2021.
12 btls
C05128
£95.88 £83.88
6 btls
B05223
£47.94 £41.94

Sicilia DOC, Italy. 14.5% Vol. To 2022.
12 btls
C01206
£131.88 £107.88
6 btls
B01239
£65.94 £53.94

SAVE up to £12

SAVE up to £24

“So many flavours it’s like Willy
Wonka’s neverending gobstopper!”

The Malbec Magician’s greatest
party trick – dark fruits galore!

That quote was too good not to use.
It’s just one I’ve picked from the pages
of glowing 5-star customer reviews for
Brass Monkey. You see, it’s because this
comes from a (relatively!) cool area of
Australia, meaning as well as the deep
richness Aussie Shiraz is loved for,
there’s a lick of fresh red berries too.

With Malbec mania sweeping the UK,
you’re going to want this beauty in your
wine rack when your friends come
calling. Because Opi Sadler (known as
‘The Magician’ to fellow winemakers) is
in no small part responsible for the hype.
Sip and see why it’s our No.1 malbec –
packed with luscious bramble fruits.

£9.99

£8.99
a bottle

Brass Monkey Shiraz 2017

Opi Malbec 2018

South Eastern Australia.13.5% Vol. To 2021.
12 btls
C01144
£119.88 £107.88
6 btls
B01191
£59.94 £53.94

Mendoza, Argentina. 13% Vol. To 2022.
12 btls
C01030
£119.88 £107.88
6 btls
B01071
£59.94 £53.94

SAVE up to £12

SAVE up to £12

Stellenrust Series Rare Lucky No. 7

Noe 30-year-old Pedro Ximenez, Jerez

Imagine a sweet Sauternes, but red.
That’s the easiest way to describe Lucky
No. 7 – made using ultra-ripe Shiraz
affected by ‘noble rot’ (like Sauternes).
Tastes like a Christmas cake!

Know any sweet tooths? This’ll put them
in raptures. Pedro Ximenez is a dessert in
itself, made using sun-and-air-dried grapes
to concentrate flavours to the nth degree.
Then after 30 years ageing, Noe is thick,
sticky, treacley, caramely ... just divine.

£15.99

£22

Stellenbosch WO, South Africa.
16% Vol. To 2022. (50cl)

1 bottle

3340510

DO, Spain. 15.5% Vol. To 2031. (half bottle)

1 bottle

3144016

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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50th Anniversary
Vintage Ale
Celebrate ‘the fine wine of the beer world’
(small sips, though ... it’s 13%!)
Beer enthusiasts look forward to the annual release
of Thomas Hardy’s Ale like fine wine fans await
a new Bordeaux vintage. 2018 is an extra special ‘Golden
Edition’ to mark 50 years since the first ever brew.

LIMITED
STOCK

It’s an incredibly rich, complex and flavoursome celebration
of the brewer’s art. Every mouthful is memorable. And every
bottle is numbered and highly collectable. In fact, you can keep
this for up to 25 years if well cellared, such is its richness and
strength (a remarkable 13%!). It’s also delicious now. Just make
sure you drink it nice and slow to fully appreciate every drop.
Thomas Hardy’s Ale is not available anywhere else in the
UK and we’re expecting huge interest from beer fans across
the nation. Secure your bottle of this rare release right now.

Thomas Hardy’s Ale Golden Edition 50th
Anniversary (33cl bottle)
London, United Kingdom. 13% Vol. To 2043.
£5.99

1 bottle

3635618

Trophy-winning lager from
the Czech Republic
Primátor Premium has a new look.
From
Smart label and an embossed
bottle (back in its traditional
half-litre
shape). But the beer inside hasn’t perbottle
changed at all. Golden, sparkling
Czech lager that’s satisfyingly strong
and full of refreshing flavour.
And it remains brilliant value – especially
at the add-on price of £1.68 a bottle.

NEW
LOOK

£1.68

Triple Gold, classic English
ale from Oxfordshire
If you’re a fan of good old English
From
bitter, Abingdon Bridge is
right up your street. It’s made by
per half-litre
Loose Cannon, one of the best
bottle
little independent breweries
around. Lovely copper colour and fresh,
hoppy aromas. Full-bodied and malty with
a thirst-quenching finish – and just the
right strength to enjoy over an evening.

£1.68

Frankfurt I

Grand

20
phy 18
ro

ational
ern
T
nt

Primátor Premium Lager NV (50cl)

Loose Cannon Abingdon Bridge (50cl)

Náchod, Czech Republic. 5% Vol.

Oxfordshire, UK. 4.2% Vol.

£45.00

£33.60
Just £2.25

20 btls

H00009

£27

£1.68 a bottle

When added to any other 12 bottles
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Visit us online for our full range of beers and spirits

£20.16
Just £2.25

12 btls

£1.68 a bottle

When added to any other 12 bottles

C01257
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These flew out in no time last year and we don’t want you to miss out!
This time there’s a brand new selection of delicious surprises to uncover

Wine Advent Calendar
Opening an Advent calendar
is suddenly a lot more fun
The perfect gift – either to yourself
or a fellow wine lover. 24 windows
to open, 24 delicious wines to sip.
Each one is a guaranteed crowd
pleaser … from bestselling Rioja to
mouthwatering Sauvignon – and
a cracking Champagne for a special
treat on Christmas Eve.
24 bottles x 187ml - 250ml.

£79.99

Z10000

CHAMPAGNE

BONUS

on the 24th!

Beer Advent Calendar
Never mind the 12 days
of Christmas, here are
the 24 crafty ales of Advent!
Pale ale, stout, bitter, pilsner … there’s
a festive beer delight behind every door.
The perfect Christmas countdown for
any beer lover.
24 x cans / bottles 33cl - 35.5cl.

£49.99

Z10001

PLEASE NOTE: Each Advent calendar will be treated as one product, rather than 24 separate bottles, and
so will not of itself qualify for free delivery. See inside back cover for full terms and conditions.

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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1. Laithwaite Champagne Magnum

Champagne, France. 12% Vol. To 2021.
A celebration magnum of our own
Champagne. Only Premier Cru grapes qualify!
£60

1 magnum

20714NV

All shapes

and sizes!

2. Cabalié 2017 Magnum

Pays d’Oc IGP, France. 13% Vol. To 2021.
Double the Port-like richness with a magnum
of our most re-ordered red, Cabalié.
£22

1 magnum

3492517

Your favourite wines in wow-factor magnums and
Jeroboams, and in smaller-size ‘lunch-friendly’
bottles. See online for our full range.

3. Mussel Pot Sauvignon
Blanc Magnum

Marlborough, New Zealand.
12.5% Vol. To 2022.
Big John Walsh’s tropical fruit-packed Kiwi
Sauvignon in an imposing 1.5L magnum.
£24

1 magnum

1.

2.

3636218

4. Manzanos 1890 Rosado Magnum
Rioja DOCa, Spain. 13% Vol. To 2019.

Magnums

Elegant, 92-point pink Rioja presented in
a very distinctive, limited edition magnum.

(1-7)

£29.99

1 magnum

3.

4.

3251516

5. The Black Stump Durif
Shiraz 2018 Magnum

South Eastern Australia. 14.5% Vol. To 2026.
As the most popular red we’ve ever stocked,
Black Stump deserved magnum treatment!
£22

1 magnum

0252418

10.

6. Alessandro Gallici Prosecco
NV Magnum

Prosecco DOC, Italy. 11% Vol. To 2021.
Bonus bubbles in this double-sized bottle of
Prosecco from maestro Alessandro Gallici.
£28.99 £22

1 magnum

3364716

11.

9.
187ml

7. Chablis Albert Bichot Magnum
2016, Chablis AOC. 13% Vol. To 2030.
Legendary producer’s elegant, complex
Chablis from a vintage in short supply.
£35

82

1 magnum

3734416

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles

187 ml

Miniature

375 ml

Half Bottle
Standard Bottle

750 ml
1.5 L
3L

8. Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label Brut
NV Jeroboam (in gift box)

Champagne, France. 12% Vol. To 2031.

Magnum

One of the greatest Champagnes in the world,
in a stunning showpiece 3-litre Jeroboam.

Double Magnum &
Champagne Jeroboam

£290

1 Jeroboam

34182NV

9. Pickerings Christmas Gin Baubles
United Kingdom.

8.
6.

5.

Elegant decorations filled with a 5cl measure of
gin from craft distillers, Pickerings. Refillable.

Champagne
Jeroboam

£35

6x 5cl baubles

3344617

10. ‘The One’ Whisky Baubles Gift Set
United Kingdom.

7.

The whisky lover in your life will be thrilled to
see these beauties dangling from the tree.
With
Gift box

£36

6x 5cl baubles

3632218

11. Cabalié 2016 187ml

Pays d’Oc IGP, France. 13% Vol. To 2019.
For when you just want one good glassful of
your favourite southern French blockbuster.
£2.99

1x 187ml bottle

3302216

12. Alessandro Gallici Prosecco 200ml
Prosecco DOC, Italy. 11% Vol. To 2019.

The ultimate party accessory for anyone who
likes to celebrate with top-notch Prosecco.

12.

1 3.

14.

£3.99

1x 200ml bottle

3614716

13. Vivente Bianco Frizzante 200ml
Bianco Frizzante, Italy. 10.5% Vol.

Cute little cans are ideal for 200ml servings
of delicous Italian fizz like Vivente Bianco.

200ml
200ml
cans

NEW

£14.94

6x 200ml cans

B3696218

FORMAT

14. Vivente Rosato Frizzante 200ml
Rosato Frizzante, Italy. 10.5% Vol.

Open up the can, pour into a flute … and start
sipping on the perfect party pink fizz.
£14.94

6x 200ml cans

B3696318

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
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Christmas Gifts
From wine and spirit gift sets
to deluxe hampers, we make
gift-giving easy ...

See online for our
full range of gifts

GIFTS
UP TO

£35

Spirit Crackers
Six hand crafted Christmas
crackers, including a dram of
iconic whisky, craft gin, rum or
delicatessen liquor, plus a
luxurious party hat
and joke.

£34.99

You are guaranteed to bring instant
smiles with this playful pairing of
joyful, pear-and-apple Prosecco from a
19th century winery and seven creamy,
milk chocolate truffles from Beech’s, luxury
chocolatiers of Lancashire since 1920.

£25

S00132

S00036

6 x crackers with spirits

Presented in a luxury gift box

Fine Rioja & Dartington
Stemless Wine Glasses

Edible Cocktail Pastilles

For fans of quality Rioja it doesn’t get
much better than patiently oak-matured,
berry-scented Marichalar Crianza
2014 ... ready to enjoy in two
stylish stemless wine glasses
from Dartington Crystal.

Your favourite cocktail tipples ...
with a difference. Two packs, each
containing eight edible cocktails
from G&T and Rum Punch to
Pineapple Bellini ... with a subtle
kick to get the night going. Great
fun, and rather tasty too!

£25

S00123

£24.99

Presented in a luxury gift box

16 pastilles

Fever-Tree Christmas Set

GIFTS

As the trailblazers of quality
mixers say, “If three-quarters
of your G&T is tonic, make
sure you use the best.” Four
gins and four tonics to mix
and match.

£40

UP TO

S00053

Luxury Duo

Just the ticket for those who
appreciate the enduring French
classics. A classically elegant,
stone fruit-rich Chablis and a
superb top vintage claret presented
in a stylish wooden gift box.

£40

£38

Q00979

4 x 20cl tonics, 4 x 5cl gins

F1233401

2 bottles presented in a wooden gift box

La Clarière and Accessories

Celebration Trio

A beautiful gift set for lovers of fine Bordeaux.
This rich, ripe Gold-medal-winner is presented in
a beautiful gift box with all the accessories needed
to really get the most out
of this sumptuous,
barrel-aged 2016 claret.

Everyone loves Prosecco at Christmas
and our customers love Ca’ Bolani above
all others. Sunday Bay is our No.1 Kiwi
white from Marlborough which will
delight all lovers of Sauvignon Blanc. San
Lucas Malbec delivers all the dark,
chocolatey, heady flavours we all love.

£35

S10002

Presented in a wooden gift box
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Prosecco and Truffles

Please go online for delivery terms & conditions

£35

J6249801

3 bottles presented in a luxury gift box

Champagne, Flutes and Truffles
Why read How to Win Friends and Influence People when
you could simply give this? It’s a memorable experience
just opening the set, even before you taste the biscuity
Champagne. Also includes two beautiful Dartington
flutes and six indulgent Champagne truffles.

£45

GIFTS
OVER

Deluxe Duo

Two hallowed names of
the New World come
together in this glorious
luxury wooden gift box.
If one wine put NZ on the
map it’s Cloudy Bay Sauvignon
Blanc – a compulsory experience
for wine lovers and still the
benchmark for all Kiwi
winemakers. Penfolds are a
byword for quality in Australia
and this old-vine Barossa red
sees the country’s founding
grapes joining forces ... Shiraz,
Grenache and Mataro.

£45

S00025

presented in a luxury gift box

£55

F1233601

2 bottles presented in a wooden gift box

Silent Night

Pure Indulgence

Always a runaway success – urgent orders essential. There are
more than enough touches of luxury in this collection of sweet
and savoury treats to please every member of the household ...
and with two fine wines from a top estate in Chile as well, it
shows you’ve thought of absolutely everything.

This supreme Christmas hamper reads like a roll-call of the
finest gourmet indulgences from around Britain. There’s also a
luscious Port, a clutch of family-estate wines (including fizz)
and eight wonderful Robin Reed Christmas crackers. Quite
simply the most luxurious Christmas gift of all.

£65

£250

S10004

Presented in a luxury
carton for full content,
please see online

S10008

Presented in a traditional
lidded basket. For full
content, please see online

For full T&C’s for gifts and hampers please visit sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk/gifts. Delivery terms & conditions apply.

Wine makes such a great gift, it’s easy to give
and lovely to receive.
To make sure your friends, family or colleagues get exactly the
wine they love, why not buy them one of our handy gift cards?

• Free next day* delivery
• Wallet designs for all occasions

• Simple and easy to use

*	Orders received by 1pm on business days will be despatched same day, orders after this point will
be the next working day.

Gift card plus ‘Merry Christmas’ or ‘Wine is the answer’ wallet
£10

£25

£50

£10 04095VC £25 04096VC £50 04097VC
£10

£25

£50

£10 04090VC £25 04091VC £50 04092VC

View our full range online at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk/gifts
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STOCK UP FOR THE BEST PRICES
Bumper 18-bottle top-ups on your favourite wines – plus FREE delivery

Campanula

18

ONLY

£6.99

S
BOTTLE

There isn’t another Pinot
Grigio in the range to touch
a bottle
the popularity of Campanula.
Refreshing, moreish and
brimming with dazzling flavours. One
sip of its green apple, soft pear and
ripe melon is always enough to win it
another fan.

Rex Mundi

FREE Delivery
£179.82

£9.99

£179.82

£179.82

�ta";Jt��r;hir Cab Sauv Malb 2015 750ml 14%

Customer: Greencroft Bottling Co Ltd
Customer Code: 114152_V2_Cust

BWR:

Code:
Type:
Mag:

BWR:

Colour Information

PANTONE 9224 C
Angle: 45• Ruling: 1331pi

Type: Normal Coverage: 100%

PANTONE 287 U
Angle: 45° Ruling: 1331pi

Type: Normal Coverage: 0.12%

Black
Angle: 45° Ruling: 1331pi
Type: Normal Coverage:

ONLY

86

£7.99
. ..,,

SHIRAZ
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
MALBEC
2017

FREE STANDARD DELIVERY on orders of 18 or more bottles
Type: Opaque Coverage: 0.9%

Type: Varnish Coverage: 100%

Low Build Tactile Silk Screen
Angle: 45° Ruling: 1331pi
Type: Varnish Coverage: 5.97%

£7.49 a bottle
SAVE £45

FREE Delivery

6.35%

Overall MattWine Varn 14HC372
Angle: 45° Ruling: 1331pi

1950517

S
BOTTLE

PANTONE 200 U
Angle: 45° Ruling: 1331pi
Type: Normal Coverage: 0.1%
red foil
Angle: 45• Ruling: 1331pi

18 btls

18

Product Information
Product Code:

GCB-Kl 1-000 I Z

BWR:

£134.82
£9.99

Tel: +44 (0) 1775 717300
Fax: +44 (0) 1775 720227

Code:
Type:
Mag:

£7.49 a bottle
SAVE £45

FREE Delivery

HIGH PERFORMANCE PACKAGING

Code:
Type:
Mag:

1419117

S
BOTTLE

Holland Place, Wardentree Park,
Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 3ZN

BWR:

18 btls

18

£7.49

Code:
Type:
Mag:

£134.82
£9.99

ONLY

The masterful blend from
Argentina’s Malbec Magician
a bottle
that counts its 5-star reviews
by the hundred. Named after
the bats that once fluttered around his
grandfather’s candlelit cellar, Opi Sadler’s
powerhouse red is ram-packed with
mulberries, blackcurrants and vanilla oak.

£6.99 a bottle
SAVE £54

FREE Delivery

“This Sancerre lookalike will
not disappoint ... especially at
a bottle
under a tenner”. That was what
Decanter magazine said of this
lime-drenched stunner of a Sauvignon
Blanc. And, given it’s the most popular
™
French Sauvignon on our books, they
COVERIS
must have been spot on!

Job Information
06/10/2015
Date:
Artwork Version:
03
andrew stratton
Operator:
100%
Proof Size:
104mm x 132mm
Size:
Material Spec:
Barcode Information
Code:
Type:
BWR:
Mag:

0055217

S
BOTTLE

£7.49

The Waxed Bat

18 btls

18

ONLY

The Black Beast of southern
France. Thousands worship
a bottle
its dark-as-night, full-bodied
richness and no-holds-barred
flavour. It’s the result of ancient, lowyielding Grenache vines that load
the wine with currants, plums and
mulberries by the delicious bucketful.

Abbesse

£125.82

£197.82

£143.82

18 btls

£7.99 a bottle
SAVE £54

£10.99

0125017

Add-on Deals

Add these extra treats (including legendary Cloudy
Bay) to any other 12 bottles and enjoy bonus savings!

27%
OFF

Black Red hero of Italy’s deep south
Primitivo is Italy’s biggest, most flavourladen grape and Puglia, does it better than
anywhere else. In the hands of three-time
Winemaker of the Year Angelo Maci, it
becomes Pillastro, a wine so full of inkyblack cherries, chocolate and prunes, that
it’s been a customer favourite for decades.

Cabalié in “Rolls-Royce”
old vine form
How to make Portlike Cabalié even
richer and more
luxurious?
Use only fruit
from the most
ancient, twisted,
60-100 year old vines.
Yields are miniscule,
but concentration of
flavour shoots off the
charts. Huge, raisiny
flavours, deepest
plums and sweet,
smoky spice.

30%
OFF

Cabalié Vieilles Vignes 2017
Pays d’Oc IGP, France. 13% Vol. To 2021.
£143.88

£107.88
Just £11.99

12 btls

C05061

£8.99 a bottle

When added to any other 12 bottles

Pillastro Primitivo 2016,
Puglia IGP, Italy. 13.5% Vol. To 2022.
£131.88

£95.88

12 btls

0016916

£7.99 a bottle

Just £10.99

When added to any other 12 bottles

Mouthwatering
French Sauvignon

New Zealand’s most
famous: Cloudy Bay

If you want a Sauvignon
packed full of zesty
citrus flavour,
with light
touches of white
OFF
flower and grass,
France is where you
head. But with Loire
prices rocketing, smart
wine lovers make a
bee-line for Gascony,
in the south-west,
where charmers like
this one offer startlingly
good value.

20%

La Belle Saison Sauvignon Blanc
2017, Vin de France. 11% Vol. To 2021.
£119.88

£95.88
Just £9.99

12 btls

0201317

£7.99 a bottle

When added to any other 12 bottles

Cloudy Bay is the
world’s ultimate
Sauvignon Blanc
ONLY
icon; the one
that first turned
a bottle
the gooseberry,
cut-grass and
tropical fruit flavours
up to 11 and made New
Zealand the grape’s new
established homeland.
Years later, it’s still the
Sauvignon yardstick ...
and an absolute treat of
a white wine.

£23

Cloudy Bay Sauvignon Blanc 2017
Marlborough, NZ. 13% Vol. To 2021.
£75

£69

3 btls

T00110

Just £25 £23 a bottle

When added to any other 12 bottles

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Full terms and conditions (including our delivery, returns, call charges, and privacy policies) are available at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk/terms. PLEASE NOTE: You or anybody you buy alcoholic products for must
be 18 years or over. All goods are subject to availability and all orders are subject to acceptance by us. In the unlikely event of a wine becoming unavailable, a substitute of similar style and of equal or greater value will be supplied.
For orders placed online or by phone you may cancel your order up to and including 14 calendar days after the day on which you receive your order by notifying us by phone, email or completing the cancellation form available online
at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk/terms/cancellationform. We will arrange to collect (free of charge) the unwanted goods and reimburse the appropriate sum paid including delivery costs (up to the amount charged for the least expensive
kind of delivery service we offer) within 14 calendar days after the day on which you tell us that you wish to cancel. However, if you handle the goods whilst in your possession in a way which would not be permitted in a shop (e.g. by
opening a bottle of wine/removing a seal), we will reduce your refund to reflect the reduction in the value of the goods. If you have any questions about an offer, your order or privacy matters, please call us on 03330 142 771, or email us
at customerservices@sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk/terms. The Sunday Times Wine Club operated by Direct Wines Ltd. Registered in England and Wales. Registered Number 1095091. One Waterside Drive, Arlington Business Park, RG7 4SW.
Half-price Sunday Bay offer is strictly limited to three bottles per customer when adding to orders of 12 or more bottles (excluding introductory offers or wine plans). All offers run from 1 November 2018 until the earlier of (a) 23:59 on
28 November 2018 or (b) while promotional stocks last. Please note, each Advent calendar is treated as one product, rather than 24 separate bottles, and so will not of itself qualify for the Half-price Sunday Bay offer. All offers are on
a first-come first-served basis, with selected wines/cases, limited to one per customer and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer or promotion. No alternatives can be offered. If you reserve a product for delivery at a later
date, and the cost is payable over two instalments, both instalments must be paid using the same debit or credit card. We cannot accept gift vouchers, discount vouchers or other payment methods for any products you reserve. When
you pay the first instalment we shall retain your card details and the second instalment will be charged against that card when the products are ready for delivery. Our standard delivery charge of £7.99 will also be applied at the time the
first instalment is paid unless you are an unlimited member, use a free delivery voucher or qualify for free delivery by purchasing 18 or more bottles in your order. Free delivery applies within the UK when your purchase includes any 18
(or more) bottles, magnums or half bottles in a single order and is for our standard delivery service only to a single UK address only. Please note that: (i) free bottles count toward the bottle threshold; however (ii) sundries (e.g. tea, bottle
openers, glasses or other merchandise), bottle gift sets including sundries and an advent calendar of itself do/does not count towards the bottle threshold, but will be delivered free if the relevant order includes 18 (or more) bottles. Offer
of free delivery does not apply to Wine Plan or En Primeur orders. Regardless of the number of bottles ordered, if you request our named day or timed delivery services, you will be charged the rate displayed on page 2. November 2018.
The Sunday Times Wine Club operated by Direct Wines Ltd. Registered in England and Wales. Registered Number 1095091. One Waterside Drive, Arlington Business Park, RG7 4SW
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Enjoy 3 bottles of our No.1
Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc

BETTER THAN

HALF
PRICE
Sunday Bay Sauvignon Blanc 2018 – Add-on deal

Return Address: PO BOX 4714 Slough SL1 0ZT

New Zealand, Marlborough. 12.5% Vol. To 2022.

£38.97

£17.97

3 btls

T00119

Equivalent to £5.99 a bottle
When added to any 12 bottles or more. 3 bottles only per order.

Meet Jo Nash

Full Fifteen
winemaker offers
FREE magnums
... but hurry!
(p.54)

Just

£12.99

£5.99
a bottle

Gifts for
every taste

Bestselling gin
baubles, deluxe
hampers & more
(p.81-85)

Showpiece
Bordeaux

Hurry, offer closes 28th November or while stocks last
Terms and conditions apply – see inside back cover for details

Perfectly mature
Christmas claret –
plus FREE carafes
(p.34)

Order at sundaytimeswineclub.co.uk or call 03330 142 770
The Sunday Times Wine Club operated by Direct Wines Ltd. Registered in England and Wales. Registered Number 1095091. One Waterside Drive, Arlington Business Park, RG7 4SW
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